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Abstract 

The purpose of this thesis was to select, implement, and validate an open ocean 

numerical mixed layer (ML) model for the purpose of forecasting the evolution of the 

upper ocean thermal structure. The selected ML model would replace a manual prediction 

method used by the Canadian Forces Meteorology and Oceanography Centre (METOC). 

An examination of applicable ML numerical models was conducted and the model chosen 

was an integrated ML model originally developed by Kraus and Turner (1967) and 

expanded upon by Denman (1973). The implementation of the Denman (1973) model, 

called the mixed layer evolution model (MLEM), was initialised with a thermal profile, 

mixed layer depth and temperature, and was forced with hourly meteorological data. 

Model sensitivity test cases originally conducted by Denman (1973) were repeated to 

ensure that the MLEM adequately represented the original Denman model. 

Bathythermograph and meteorological data from Ocean Weather Station (OWS) "Papa" 

in the period 18 May 1970 to 28 June 1970 were used for validating MLEM predictions 

and these were shown to follow both ML depth and temperature evolution well. MLEM 

temperature profiles were used as inputs to acoustic propagation loss models to gauge the 

potential acoustic impact of employing modelled temperature profiles. The acoustic study 

employed the SUPERSNAP1 normal mode theory acoustic model for low frequency runs, 

and the SAFARI fast field theory acoustic model for high frequency runs. The acoustic 

study revealed that MLEM predictions worked equally as well and often better than 

manual method predictions for acoustic propagation loss modelling. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The mixed layer (ML) constitutes the uppermost layer of the ocean and interacts 

directly with the atmosphere above and the deep ocean below. The mixed layer exists 

between the surface and a depth of 25 to 200 m (Pickard and Emery, 1990), and is 

normally at much the same temperature as the surface water due to mixing caused by 

wind waves. During the winter months the surface temperature is low, waves are large, 

and the mixed layer deepens, possibly extending to the main thermocline. In the summer 

months, the surface water warms, the water column becomes more stable, and a seasonal 

thermocline can develop in the upper region. The temperature profiles in Figure 1.1 show 

the annual cycle of mixed layer evolution from March 1956 to January 1957 taken at 

Ocean Weather Station (OWS) "Papa" (see Figure 4.1). From March to August the water 

temperature gradually increases due to absorption of solar energy. At the end of the 

summer season, there is a net loss of heat from the mixed layer while continued wind 

mixing erodes away the seasonal thermocline until the isothermal condition of March is 

once again achieved. The thermal structure of the mixed layer influences the transmission 

of sound, and hence has a significant effect upon the employment and exploitation of 

acoustic sensors and transmitters. 
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Figure 1.1 Growth and decay of the seasonal thermocline at OWS "Papa" (Urick,1982) 

The prediction of the evolution of the mixed layer thermal structure is therefore 

important to the Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) community. The current method 

employed by the Canadian Forces Meteorology and Oceanography Centre (METOC) in 

predicting the evolution of the mixed layer thermal structure involves sampling with a 

bathythermograph (B1) or conductivity, temperature, depth (CTD) probe, followed by 
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extrapolation of the measured thermal profile using empirical tables and graphs. Although 

still-in operational use, this method proves very cumbersome and time intensive. 

An alternative method for predicting the evolution of the mixed layer is to employ 

a one-dimensional numerical ML model initialised with a thermal profile and driven by 

meteorological forcing. When implemented on a microcomputer, it has the potential of 

improving both the accuracy and speed of mixed layer thermal predictions over that of 

the manual method. In general, there are four classes of one-dimensional ML models 

(Niiler and Kraus, 1977): a) turbulence closure models, b) deterministic solutions, c) eddy 

diffusion models and, d) integrated ML models. All classes attempt to describe the 

evolution of the temperature structure either by direct solution or by a combination of 

parameterisation and simplification of the momentum, thermal and turbulent kinetic 

energy (TKE) equations based upon estimations of the mixing processes (McCormick and 

Meadows, 1988). 

Predicted temperature profiles output from a ML model are intended to be used 

as inputs to an acoustic propagation loss model. Acoustic propagation loss models 

generally begin with the three-dimensional, time dependent wave equation and through 

various methods of simplification and estimation arrive at a prediction of the sound 

intensity field. The assertion is that predicted temperature profiles from a ML model will 

assist in better modelling of sound propagation from an acoustic propagation loss model. 

The selection, implementation, and validation of a ML model for use in this two-step 

modelling process is the subject of this thesis. 

In Chapter 2, a general description of mixed layer characteristics, and a discussion 
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of the turbulent and radiative fluxes operating within it is presented to provide a basis for 

understanding the physical processes inherent to mixed layer evolution. In Chapter 3, 

criteria are established for selection of a ML model appropriate for implementation. An 

intercomparison of one-dimensional ML models is presented resulting in the selection of 

a ML model by Denman (1973), hereafter referred to as KLD, for implementation. The 

KLD model is described in detail illustrating the theoretical basis of the model and the 

development of the corresponding differential equations. The present implementation of 

the KLD model, the mixed layer evolution model (MLEM), is discussed to demonstrate 

the specific methods and parameters employed in the numerical solution of the model. 

Chapter 4 discusses the operation and validation of the MLEM. First, model 

sensitivity test cases originally conducted by Denman (1973) are repeated to ensure that 

the MLEM adequately represents the original KLD model. Second, the MLEM will be 

validated by employing meteorological and BT data from OWS "Papa" in the period 18 

May 1970 to 28 June 1970. Model runs are conducted over time periods of six hours to 

six days, and the MLEM predictions are shown to follow actual mixed layer evolution 

well. Finally, MLEM predictions will be compared to manually made predictions, 

showing the MLEM to be superior to the manual prediction method in both time required 

for prediction, and accuracy of prediction. 

In Chapter 5, MLEM predictions are used as inputs to two acoustic propagation 

models to gauge the potential acoustic effects of employing modelled temperature profiles. 

The acoustic study considers both high and low source frequencies corresponding to 

active sonar and passive sound sources. For the low frequency study, the SUPERSNAPI 
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propagation loss model is employed to conduct 21 acoustic runs at each of the frequencies 

of 50 Hz and 200 Hz. For the high frequency study, the SAFARI acoustic propagation 

loss model is employed to conduct 24 runs at a frequency of 5 kHz. The acoustic study 

reveals that the MLEM modelled temperature profiles perform as well as, and in some 

circumstances better than, manually predicted temperature profiles when used as inputs 

to an acoustic model. The conclusions of the thesis and a summary of results are given 

in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

The Oceanic Mixed Layer 

2.1 Introduction 

The oceanic mixed layer comprises the uppermost layer of the ocean, and forms 

the interface between the atmosphere and deep ocean. The principle exchange mechanisms 

at the sea surface are the radiative heat fluxes and the turbulent fluxes of sensible and 

latent heat, and wind stress (momentum). A complete understanding of these processes 

is fundamental to mixed layer modelling. This section will present a general description 

of the mixed layer, followed by detailed discussions of the turbulent and radiative 

processes operating within it. 

The mixed layer is a generally isothermal layer extending from the sea surface to 

a lower boundary at a depth determined by its stability. While the upper boundary is well 

defined by the sea surface, the lower boundary is not so definitive and is represented by 

a density jump between the mixed layer and the dynamically stable water below. The 

homogeneity of properties within the mixed layer, and its thickness, are primarily 

influenced by the surface induced processes of wind and convective mixing. Wind mixing 

arises from the transfer of momentum from the wind to the sea and includes mechanical 

mixing due to waves, drift currents, and Langmuir cells. Convective mixing occurs as the 
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result of instability at the surface due to cooling and evaporation of fresh water from the 

sea. 

2.2 Time Scales 

Processes affecting the evolution of the mixed layer operate with time scales 

ranging from seconds to months and generally fall into one of four major scales. The first 

scale is the microscale and is from about one second to a few minutes. Significant 

variations in fluxes of heat, moisture, and momentum occur over this time scale. Small 

scale turbulence, wave motion and mixing operate within this time scale. The second 

scale is the mesoscale and extends from a few minutes to approximately two days. Within 

this scale, significant variations occur in the smaller features of weather such as cumulus 

cloud development, thundershowers and radiative fluxes. The third time scale is the 

synoptic scale which is from a day to several weeks. This scale is associated with typical 

weather features such as storms, fronts and high pressure areas. The final scale is the 

seasonal scale which is beyond several weeks. 

2.3 Atmosphere-Ocean Exchange 

The principle exchange mechanisms at the atmosphere-ocean interface are radiative 

and turbulent fluxes. The radiative heat flux is the combination of heating effects due to 
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insolation Q .. , back radiation Qb' and reflection Q, . Turbulent fluxes include the fluxes 

of sensible heat Qh and latent heat Qe. These terms, plus freshwater runoff heating Q, ' 

precipitation heating Qp' and advection Q" combine to form the ocean heat budget 

(Equation 2.1), which expresses the net rate of heat flow into or out of a body of water. 

The residual heat term Q/, represents the total rate of gain or loss of heat in the body of 

water. 

(2.1) 

Each of the terms in Equation 2.1 will be examined in turn and their respective 

empirical formulae for calculation as detailed in Laevastu, (1960) will be presented. 

Freshwater runoff Q, ' can be ignored in offshore areas such as those where the 

open ocean ML model is applicable. Precipitation heating Qp , can be ignored where the 

temperature difference between the precipitation and sea surface is small. Considering the 

impracticability of measuring the quantities required in estimating Qp it may be reasonably 

disregarded (Laevastu, 1960). Advection Q" , represents the transfer of heat into and out 

of a body of water due to horizontal currents. Currents transport heat and facilitate its 

transfer via mixing processes. The temperature change caused by advection can be 

determined with a knowledge of current speed and direction. However, attempting to 

numerically estimate heat flux due to advection proves difficult as it is a function of the 

following factors; a) the heat transport by currents, b) the prediction of wind driven 

currents, c) the influence of changes of atmospheric pressure and transport by waves on 
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the surface currents, d) the influence of tidal currents on temperature structure, e) the 

mixing by currents and, t) the fluctuation of current boundaries (convergences and 

divergences of currents). The difficulties in estimating all factors influencing advection 

generally precludes the inclusion of Q" in most ML models. One-dimensional models such 

as KLD necessarily ignore advective effects (see Section 4.3.2). 

2.3.1 Radiative Fluxes 

The radiative heat fluxes at the air-sea interface include insolation Qs' back 

radiation Qb' and solar reflection Q r' Within Equation 2.1 the Qs term represents a heat 

gain and is always positive, whereas Qbrepresents a heat loss and is a negative quantity. 

Qr is subtracted from the incoming Qs before it enters the water column and is not in 

itself a heat loss. 

Qs is the radiative flux incident upon the sea surface and is a combination of solar 

radiation and the re-reflection of light from clouds (skylight). Solar radiation covers a 

large spectral range from 0.3 to 1 ,urn, whereas skylight is more diffuse and is dominant 

in the shortwave portion of the spectrum (Jerlov, 1976). The season and geographical 

location of interest determine the local length of day and, hence, the period which the sun 

is above the horizon and this naturally influences the amount of Qs received at the 

specific location. Clouds both absorb and scatter the energy thus reducing the amount of 

Q., incident upon the sea surface. They re-radiate short wave radiation in all directions 

contributing to the total skylight energy. Further absorption and scattering is caused by 
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the atmosphere and is mainly in the ultraviolet and infrared bands. The ultraviolet band 

is absorbed by ozone, whereas the infrared band is absorbed by carbon dioxide and water 

vapour. The determination of the amount of absorption of Q" depends upon the absorption 

coefficient for the atmosphere and the particular elevation of the sun which determines 

the distance that the radiation travels through the atmosphere. Solar radiation with an 

angle approaching 90 deg from the zenith will travel further through the atmosphere than 

will that incident at an angle near the zenith. A beam of solar radiation incident upon the 

surface near the zenith will illuminate a smaller area than the same beam incident upon 

the surface from a more oblique angle. The resulting energy density is accordingly a 

function of incident angle and is less for a low solar elevation than that of a higher 

elevation. 

The total insolation, including the effects of clouds, can be estimated with 

Equation 2.2 from Laevastu (1960), where ~ is the average hourly solar elevation, and 

C is cloud cover. 

Q" = 1324.9 sin (All) (1.0 -0.0006C 3) (2.2) 

Back radiation Qb' represents the heat lost from the ocean due to the emittance 

of long wave black body radiation. This is the infrared radiation associated with 

wavelengths from about 3 to 40 pm. Nearly all the radiation is emitted from the top 

millimetre of the sea surface at a rate closely approximated by Stefan's Law, Qb = a(T J4 

where a is the Stefan-Boltzman constant and Tw is sea surface temperature. The effective 
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back radiation also depends upon the amount of cloud present and, to a lesser degree, the 

altitude and density of the clouds. The effects of cloud cover are included in Equation 2.3 

from Laevastu (1960) where Uo is relative humidity. 

Qb = [(14.28 - 0.09 Tw - 0.046 U;) * 10.0] (2.3) 
* (1 - 0.0765 C) (J m -2 S -1) 

Q, represents the fraction of incident radiation reflected from the sea surface as 

determined by the elevation of the sun. The amount of reflected direct solar radiation is 

about 35% for a solar elevation of 10 deg, and 2% for a solar elevation of 90 deg. The 

amount of diffuse skylight that is reflected is about 8%. Despite a knowledge of the 

relationships affecting Q" the statistical treatment of the percentage of reflected radiation 

as a function of sun elevation proves difficult to parameterise. In Equation 2.4, Q, is 

expressed as a function of the insolation value, Qs (Laevastu, 1960). 

Q, = (0.15 Qs - (0.01 Q/)0.48 [J m -2 s -1] (2.4) 

2.3.2 Turbulent Fluxes 

Averaging of the non-linear terms in the Navier-Stokes equation results in non-

zero terms of considerable magnitude called the Reynolds stresses and Reynolds fluxes. 

They have the mathematical character of friction which gives rise to a more rapid 
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distribution of momentum, heat and salt than would occur due to purely molecular 

processes. They also act to couple the large scale motions to the small scale motions, so 

that molecular effects become more important. 

Since the Reynolds stresses and Reynolds fluxes are due to fluctuations about the 

large scale averages of the fluid properties they are not easily measured. A number of 

methods are available for estimating the turbulent surface fluxes of momentum, heat, and 

moisture of which the bulk aerodynamic method is the most common and is of specific 

interest to this study. Here the fluxes are parameterised in terms of synoptic scale mean 

variables which can be easily measured. Busch (1973) found the bulk aerodynamic 

parameterisation scheme to be adequate in most cases. The uncertainties with this method 

are found in the variability of the exchange coefficients. The turbulent fluxes at the air-sea 

interface include those of sensible heat QIa , latent heat Qe , and momentum L (ie. wind 

stress). 

Latent heat Qe' represents the loss of heat from the mixed layer when water is 

evaporated to the atmosphere. The volume of water evaporated, and correspondingly, the 

loss of heat, depends on the water vapour deficit of the air above the water, and the 

factors affecting the removal of the moisture saturated air above the surface (wind speed 

and thermal convection). 

The rate of heat loss is given by Qe = Fe· L1 , where Fe is the rate of evaporation 

of water, and LI is the latent heat of evaporation. Equation 2.5 is the empirical calculation 

of Qe (Laevastu, 1960). 
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Q" = 0.037 U,,(ew - e,)L, [J m -2 S -1] (2.5) 

where U. is wind speed, ew is the saturated water vapour pressure at the temperature of 

the water surface, and e. is the water vapour pressure of air. When the difference (ew -

eJ is negative, condensation of water vapour on the sea surface is expected. This situation 

arises in only a few regions such as the Grand Banks off Newfoundland and results in Q" 

becoming a positive value in Equation 2.1. 

Q" is the direct or dry transfer of heat into or out of the ocean. A temperature 

differential between the sea and atmosphere causes sensible heat to be conducted out of 

the sea (Q" negative), or out of the atmosphere (Q" positive). The process of atmospheric 

convection becomes important in promoting the transfer of heat away from the ocean 

surface. In the situation where the air is colder than the sea below, the air will be warmed 

through conduction and then expand and rise, carrying the heat away from the surface. 

Where the sea is cooler than the air, the air will become cooler and more dense, with no 

convection occurring. Therefore, relative to the air above, there is a greater heat loss from 

a warm sea than heat gain for a cool sea. Sensible heat Q" , can be calculated using 

Equation 2.6, where Ta is air temperature, (Laevastu, 1960). 

Q" = 18.8 (0.26 + 0.077 U,) (Tw - T,) [J m -2 s -1] (2.6) 

Winds transfer momentum to the sea producing surface waves, ocean currents and 
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turbulence in the mixed layer. Instability in the wind velocity shear at the sea surface 

causes wind flow turbulence which assists in the transfer of momentum from air to sea. 

The momentum transferred to the sea in the form of wave energy can be radiated away 

and dissipated through turbulent wave breaking. The breaking of waves and velocity shear 

of drift currents contribute to small scale turbulence near the ocean surface. The flux 

equation describing momentum 't, is Equation 2.7, where p. is the density of air, em is 

a momentum bulk exchange coefficient, and Va is wind speed (Busch, 1973). 

(2.7) 
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Chapter 3 

Modelling Mixed Layer Evolution 

3.1 Manual Prediction Method 

The manual method currently used by the Canadian Forces for the prediction of 

mixed layer temperature profiles was made available by the Canadian Forces Meteorology 

and Oceanography Centre (Pacific). The method involves the use of three tables and four 

nomograms which employ various meteorological parameters to calculate the heat budget 

at the location of a given BT. The temperature profile from the BT is used to initialise 

the temperature field, which then evolves according to the residual radiative heat as 

determined from a heat budget calculation. The time period for prediction is determined 

in advance by the meteorological technician. Mean meteorological values for the 

prediction period are used and the radiative flux values per hour from the tables and 

nomograms are then multiplied by the number of hours spanned in the prediction period 

to arrive at values for the total period. 

The method requires knowledge of the following meteorological parameters prior 

to beginning the prediction process: cloud cover, dry bulb temperature, wet bulb 

temperature, sea surface temperature, and wind speed. 

The manual method proceeds according to the following steps: 
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a. The local solar altitude and duration of daylight hours are determined from a table 

employing the date and local latitude. Using the solar altitude and cloud cover a 

nomogram produces a value for insolation, Q .. - Q,. 

b. Using the dry bulb, dew point, and sea surface \emperatures (SST), the vapour 

pressure ea and saturated vapour pressure e ... are determined from a nomogram. Using the 

SST, ea, and cloud cover a nomogram is accessed to find the back radiation, Qb. 

c. From the value of ew - ea, and wind speed, a nomogram is entered to find a value 

for the latent heat, Qe• Similarly, the temperature difference between the sea surface and 

atmosphere, plus the wind speed are used to determine the sensible heat, Qh. 

d. The sum of the values Q .. - Q, , Qb , Qe , and, Qh then represents the residual 

radiation, QI , in the mixed layer available for conversion to heat. 

e. A table is used to determine the amount of radiation absorbed by each 5 m layer 

from the surface to 75 m. One of three ocean types is selected, Clear Oceanic, Average 

Oceanic, or Average Coastal. Within the selected type, a factor for each 5 m layer is 

provided with which to multiply the QI value. The result of this multiplication is then 

summed with the mean BT temperature value for that 5 m layer. In this fashion, the 

original BT is modified to reflect the radiative heat present in the mixed layer over the 

period of prediction. 

3.2 Mixed Layer Numerical Models 

Forecasting the evolution of the thermal structure of the oceanic mixed layer has 
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been the subject of sustained interest for the last four decades. A large number of ML 

numerical models have been developed and employed in researching the physics which 

governs thermocline development and the vertical heat flux in the mixed layer. There are 

a number of different types of ML models, incorporating different approaches, with 

inherently different assumptions and applicability, in the calculation of the mixed layer 

thermal structure. This study considers only one-dimensional ML models which are based 

upon the assumptions that the local temperature profile is governed by local forces and 

that the ocean is horizontally homogeneous. Based upon differing treatments of the 

Reynolds stress terms, Niiler and Kraus (1977) identify four general classes of one

dimensional ML models, 

1. turbulence closure models, 

2. deterministic solutions, 

3. eddy diffusion or "K" models, and 

4. integrated ML models. 

In turbulence closure models (eg., Mellor and Durbin, 1975; Kundu, 1980) the 

vertical profiles of the turbulence flux terms are obtained as a solution of a closure system 

of turbulence and thermodynamic equations. The equations for momentum, heat, salt, and 

turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) are used in their primitive form and are not depth

integrated over the mixed layer (Miyakoda and Rosati, 1984). This type of model has the 

advantage of not assuming the a priori existence of a mixed layer. To illustrate the 
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turbulence closure approach, the basic equations for the Mellor and Durbin (1975) model 

are described. Here the momentum and heat equations (Equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) are 

solved after parameterising the turbulent velocity and heat fluxes in the interior with eddy 

viscosity coefficients. 

au f- a - au - v = _[-uw + v-] at az az 
(3.1) 

av - a - av 
+ f u = -[ -vw + v_] at az az 

(3.2) 

aTs _ aT a aT 
+ w_s = -[-TW + v _s] at az az s I az 

(3.3) 

where v and v, are molecular diffusion coefficients, -uw ,-vw ,-t;w ,are the turbulent 

Reynolds stresses and heat flux. The terms u ,v ,w , are the mean velocities in the x, y, 

and z directions respectively. The W term is included in Equation 3.3 for initialising the 

model but is otherwise disregarded. The turbulent flux terms are parameterised in the 

form, 
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- -) I (au a'V (-uw, -vw = qS", _,_) 
az az 

aT 
-TW=lqS _S 

s H az 

(3.4) 

where SM and SH are functions of the flux Richardson number (a small Richardson number 

indicates maintenance or increase of turbulence, whereas a large value indicates 

suppression or extinction of turbulence), q is the rms turbulent velocity calculated from 

the steady state turbulent energy equation, and I is the length scale estimated from 

o 

I qz dz 
I = m -<Xl 

<Xl 1--=-0---
(3.5) 

where m1 is an empirical constant. Solutions to Equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are obtained 

by integration in time. 

The second ML model class, termed deterministic solutions (eg. Deardorff, 1970), 

use differential equations to calculate the Reynolds flux terms. This method requires high 

spatial and temporal resolution and has not been widely pursued because it requires the 

use of very powerful computers for considerable periods of time (Kraus, 1987). 

The third class is the eddy diffusion class and has received some attention (eg., 

McCormick and Scavia, 1981; Walters et aI., 1978). It was originally developed to 
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describe thermocline evolution by Munk and Anderson (1948). To illustrate the approach 

taken in the eddy diffusion method, the basic equations for the McCormick and Scavia 

(1981) model are presented. The McCormick and Scavia (1981) model is described by 

Equations 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8. 

aT .:l aT 
s = _v (K_S) 

at az az 
1 aQs 

+---- -H s z s 0 
p c az 

o p 

z ~ -h 
T 

z < -h T 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

The fourth class, integrated ML models, has been a favoured choice for mixed 

layer modelling (e.g., Denman, 1973; Garwood, 1977; Kraus and Turner, 1967; Niiler, 

1975; Miller, 1975; Thompson, 1976). The basic premise of the integrated ML model is 

that sea surface temperature change can be attributed to local atmospheric inputs and 

upper layer advection, with the deep ocean dynamically stable and decoupled from the 

mixed layer. The a priori existence of a thermally homogeneous mixed layer which 

behaves as a "slab" is assumed (Kraus and Turner, 1967). 

Mixing of the water column is modelled as the net result of wind energy 

transferred to the water, and the potential energy of the water column (its resistance to 
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mixing). The wind stress at the surface generates turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) which 

does work against the buoyancy forces, thus increasing the potential energy (PE) of the 

mixed layer. The change in PE is assumed to be equal to the excess of mechanical 

generation of kinetic energy (KE) over dissipation (Elsberry et aI., 1976). 

The fundamental equations of the Kraus and Turner (1967) model, are presented 

to illustrate one of the original integrated ML model approaches (Equations 3.9 and 3.10). 

iJT 2 (Q +Q ) 
_$ = _((Q +Qb+QIo+Q +Q )h-(G-D+ $ ')) (3.9) 

iJt h 2 s e, y 

1 (2(G -D + (Q$ +Q,)) -(Q +Q +Q +Q +Q )h) 
(T$ - T J h y $ b 10 e , 

(3.10) 

where G is the KE input from the wind, some of which is dissipated by the term D = -E, 

y is the extinction coefficient of light energy, a is a volumetric expansion coefficient, Po 

is the density of sea water, and H is the Heavyside function. 

The model consists of bulk equations which describe one of two regimes 

depending on the value of the Heavyside function, H. The wind dominated regime 

assumes that the mixed layer is deepening and the Heavyside function takes the value of 

H = 1. In the heat dominated regime H = 0, the mixed layer will remain either 

unchanged or a new shallower, warmer, mixed layer will be created. In either case, the 
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equations require a foreknowledge of the initial mixed layer temperature and depth, and 

the temperature gradient below the mixed layer. 

3.3 Numerical Model Selection Criteria 

The selection of a ML model appropriate for implementation in this thesis was 

conducted by evaluating the models according to a number of specific criteria as follows: 

a) Proven Validity. The ability of the model to adequately predict the 

evolution of the mixed layer is obviously of primary interest. However, what is 

considered adequate is not easily quantified. No model is perfect in its predictions 

and its relative performance will vary under specific circumstances. 

b) Required Inputs. The selected model must be one that is able to perform 

its predictions based upon meteorological and oceanographic data which are 

available from a naval ship or maritime patrol aircraft. 

c) Time Scale. Model predictions will normally be required over a two or 

three day period with five days set as an anticipated maximum. 

d) Execution Time. A maximum execution time of 10 minutes on the target 
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machine is a reasonable limit. For longer periods the predicted information 

becomes increasingly stale and hence less useful operationally. 

3.4 Numerical Model Selection 

The overviews of the four classes of ML models illustrate historical preferences 

amongst the models. A number of recent studies have been concerned with 

intercomparisons of models with the classes of choice being turbulence closure and 

integrated ML models (Kundu, 1980; Martin, 1985; McCormick and Meadows, 1988; 

Miyakoda and Rosati, 1984; Thompson, 1976). Little work has been done pursuing the 

deterministic solution and eddy diffusion classes of models. These two classes were 

accordingly disregarded and given no further consideration in the ML model selection 

process. It was then necessary to narrow the choice to either the turbulence closure or 

integrated ML model class. 

The turbulence closure model of Mellor and Durbin (1975) was compared to the 

integrated ML model of Niiler (1975) by LeSaos and Mariette (1981). The two models 

were found to provide similar results except the Mellor and Durbin model over predicted 

mixed layer depth in the fall period (LeSaos and Mariette, 1981). Martin (1985) compared 

two turbulence closure models of Mellor and Yamada (1974) and two integrated ML 

models of Niiler (1975) and Garwood (1977). Results showed Garwood's model to be the 

most accurate of the four with all producing reasonable predictions. In a comparison by 

Miyakoda and Rosati (1984), the integrated ML model of Gill and Turner (1976) and the 
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turbulence closure model of Mellor and Durbin (1975) were compared. The two models 

provided similar simulations of the SST however the integrated ML model was 

conceptually simpler and required less computational resources. Martin (1985) also 

indicated that the turbulence closure models were not significantly better than the simpler 

integrated ML models. Kraus (1987) estimated that the computational times required for 

the integration of one time step in an integrated ML model, versus a third order 

turbulence closure model to be about 1:1000. Thus the integrated ML model class 

provides comparable results, while being conceptually simpler and significantly faster, 

than the turbulence closure class. The integrated ML model class was chosen for further 

rev.iew and selection. 

Within the integrated ML model class several intercomparison model studies have 

been conducted. Thompson (1976) compared a constant mixed layer depth model, the 

Denman (1973) model, and his own Thompson (1976) model. The Denman model was 

modified according to Elsberry et al. (1976) to reduce excessive winter deepening of the 

thermocline. Results showed all models performed well with the Thompson (1976) model 

having the best predictions of SST. Garwood (1979) compared a number of integrated ML 

models. Results showed the models of Garwood (1977) and Denman (1973), modified by 

Elsberry et al. (1976), produced the best results. 

McCormick and Meadows (1988) conducted a thorough intercomparison of the 

Thompson (1976), Denman (1973), modified by Elsberry et al. (1976), and Garwood 

(1977) models. They concluded that each model, in general, simulated with equal 

accuracy the SST over time scales of hours to months. Furthermore, all models accurately 
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tracked the mixed layer depth; however the Thompson and Garwood models were 

somewhat better at predicting the energy level changes with depth. 

It is apparent from these comparative studies that the integrated ML models all 

perform adequately with few differences in methods and results. As the models reflect a 

common method of prediction they exhibit similar execution times. Any of the previously 

considered integrated ML models would undoubtedly be suitable for the purposes of this 

work. 

The Denman (1973) model, modified as in Elsberry et al. (1976), was the model 

of choice for implementation. It is well understood and has proven to be robust and useful 

in a number of applications (Elsberry et aI., 1976; Cheng and Marra, 1989; Miller, 1975). 

Previous verification of model results have employed data sets from open ocean sites such 

as Ocean Weather Stations IIplI and "N" (Denman, 1973; Thompson, 1976; Dorman, 

1974). 

3.5 Integrated ML Model - Denman (1973) 

The integrated ML model of Denman (1973), hereafter referred to as KLD, is an 

extension of the one-dimensional, time dependent model of the upper ocean by Kraus and 

Turner (1967). The primary application of the Kraus and Turner model was to explain the 

seasonal changes in the upper ocean. Building upon the original model, KLD included 

physically realistic, time dependent boundary conditions to simulate the behaviour of the 

mixed layer in response to changing meteorological inputs over periods of hours and days. 
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Figure 3.1 ML boundary inputs at the surface and thermocline (Denman, 1972) 

3.5.1 Model Assumptions 

The model is one-dimensional and assumes horizontal homogeneity in water 

properties. Advective influences of currents and transient wave motions such as Rossby 
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and gravity waves are ignored. The upper ocean is assumed to be stably stratified, 

incompressible, and the Boussinesq approximation is invoked. All properties introduced 

into the mixed layer are assumed to be instantaneously distributed throughout the layer. 

At the bottom boundary, a vertical velocity w, resulting from Ekman convergence or 

divergence within the mixed layer, is specified (see Figure 3.1). 

3.5.2 Model Equations 

The KLD model is composed of three coupled differential equations derived from 

the conservation of thermal and mechanical energy. The model equations express the time 

dependence of mixed layer depth, temperature, and temperature below the mixed layer, 

as functions of the upper and lower boundary inputs. This enables the model to be driven 

by the forces and fluxes of wind stress, solar insolation, back radiation, latent and sensible 

heat, and temperature gradient below the layer. 

The complete development of the KLD model is not presented here. To view the 

detailed derivations refer to Denman (1973). The three ordinary differential equations 

which comprise the KLD model are Equations 3.11, 3.13, and 3.14. 

2[~(G_D)+(Qs-Qr)y-l(1-erh)]_~[Q +Q +Q +(Q +Q)(l+erh)] 
dh ag C C b e h s 

H(w+_)- p p 

dt P oh(Ts - T_J (3.11) 
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where, w is a slow upwelling velocity below the mixed layer which is included to allow 

for large scale horizontal Ekman convergence or divergence resulting from the non-zero 

curl in the wind stress field, a is a volumetric expansion coefficient, g is the gravitational 

constant, G-D is the wind energy available for mixing, y is the extinction coefficient of 

light, C p is the heat capacity of sea water, h is the mixed layer depth, T" is the mixed layer 

temperature, Toll is the water temperature immediately below the mixed layer, and Po is 

the density of sea water. Note that the total derivatives in the above equation may be used 

as the only horizontal inhomogeneity is that which gives rise to w. 

H is the Heavyside step function where, 

H = 0 

H = 1 if 

if [w + dh] :s 0; no entrainment mixing 
dt 

dh [w + _] > 0; entrainment mixing at z = -h 
dt 

(3.12) 

The Heavyside function ensures that when the production of turbulent energy at 

the surface is insufficient to maintain entrainment at the bottom boundary that the 

physically unrealistic situation of "unmixing" does not occur. The value of the Heavyside 

function determines if the system is in a wind dominated regime (H = 1), or, a heat 

dominated regime (H = 0). 

In the wind dominated regime the entrainment term is included in the equations 

so that colder water from below the mixed layer is entrained into the mixed layer. The 

mixed layer can then be expected to deepen and become cooler. In the heat dominated 
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regime either no entrainment occurs and the mixed layer can be expected to remain 

unchanged or a new warmer and shallower layer superimposed upon the old mixed layer 

to be created. 

Using the mass conservation equation and the turbulent energy balance the 

following equation is derived. 

The temperature below the mixed layer is known at any given time and, unlike the 

Kraus and Turner model (1967), is permitted to change according to insolation and 

upwelling effects described by 

(3.14) 

subject to the boundary condition, 

(3.15) 

The equations which describe the mixed layer are 3.11 and 3.13. Equation 3.14 
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expresses the temperature change below the mixed layer and depends only on the fraction 

of solar radiation that penetrates through the mixed layer (assuming that w is negligible). 

The dependent variables are Ts and h. The variables which drive the model are the surface 

heat fluxes of the back radiation, latent heat, sensible heat, the penetrative solar radiation, 

and wind energy available for turbulent mixing (G - D). The density of sea water Po, 

gravitational constant g, heat capacity of sea water Cp , and the extinction coefficient of 

light y, are constants. 

In the case where H = 0 (heat dominated regime), Equation 3.11 becomes a single 

non-linear equation in h, 

(G -D) + (Qs +Q)y -1 (l-e -rh) =~[(Q +Q )(1 +e -rh) +Qb+Q +Qh] (3.16) 
a C 2C s r e g p p 

Using the value of h obtained from Equation 3.16, the change in Ts can be 

calculated from Equation 3.17. 

(3.17) 

The wind energy available for mixing is parameterised in Equation 3.18 (Turner, 

1969) as 

G-D = m'tU 
k a 

(3.18) 

where mk is given by Equation 3.19, 't is the wind stress, Ua is the wind speed and G is 
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the KE input from the wind, some of which is dissipated by the term D. The constant, mk 

, represents the actual amount of turbulent energy production in the mixed layer due to 

wind action. Thus, mk is the fraction of the downward wind energy flux at 10 m available 

for mixing and is given by Equation 3.19 

1 

-(C p")"Z mk - 10-
(3.19) 

Po 

where C10 is the drag coefficient at 10 m above the sea surface, p" is the density of air 

and Po is the density of sea water. The value of mk = 0.0012 was used successfully by 

Kraus and Turner (1967) and by Denman (1973) in comparing model predictions with 

data from OWS "Papa". In order that the model be applicable over wide geographical 

areas the value of mk should be universal and invariant. It is not anticipated that this is 

the case and the variation of mk with changing geographical area can be a possible source 

of inaccuracy. 

Elsberry et al. (1976) suggested a modification of the parameterisation of G - D 

to account for the over estimating of the mixed layer depth in winter months which is 

apparent in the original Denman (1973) ML model. These authors parameterise the wind 

mixing energy as follows. Note that this is a substitution to be used for the representation 

of G - D when numerically solving the KLD model equations. 

G - D = (G - D ) exp ( - h / Z ) 

Thus, G - D is assumed to decrease exponentially as a function of h with a scale 
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depth of Z. For example with a scale depth of 100 m, G - D is 95% for h = 5 m, but is 

only 50% for h = 70 m. Therefore, G - D is nearly equal to the downward energy flux 

if the mixed layer is shallow and tends to zero for very deep layers. 

3.5.3 Implementation of the Mixed Layer Evolution Model (MLEM) 

The implementation of the KLD model, called the MLEM, was developed and 

executed on an IBM compatible 80386 machine with code written in the C programming 

language. Numerical routines for solving the equations with the Runge-Kutta technique 

and Newton's iterative method were taken from Press et al. (1988). 

The MLEM was initialised with a vertical temperature profile, the initial mixed 

layer depth h, and temperature Ts' and was forced with hourly meteorological parameters. 

The temperature profile was specified from the surface to 300 m depth on a 1 m depth 

increment. The following meteorological data were required as input: 

a) air temperature CC) 

b) atmospheric pressure (mbars) 

c) sea surface temperature (0C) 

d) wind speed (m S-l) 

e) relative humidity (%) 

f) cloud cover in tenths (decimal) and, 

g) average solar altitude above celestial horizon (deg). 
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Ts and -h were chosen subjectively by viewing the initial temperature profile. 

Fluxes of latent heat, sensible heat, back radiation, solar radiation, reflected radiation, and 

the wind mixing energy were calculated from the hourly meteorological observations. 

With the start of each hour Equation 3.11 was calculated through one time step to check 

for a descending mixed layer (wind dominated regime). If the mixed layer was not 

increasing in depth, then the equations for the heat dominated regime were used 

(Equations 3.16 and 3.17). 

For the wind dominated regime, using the initial values of Ts and -h, solutions to 

Equations 3.11, 3.13, and 3.14 were simultaneously advanced using a Runge-Kutta 

technique with a 60 s time step. The temperature profile was updated to reflect the new 

Ts' -h, Tit, and T(z) below the layer. The newly calculated values of Ts' -h, Tit were then 

used as initial conditions for again advancing the model equation. In this fashion, the 

model evolved the mixed layer through the overall 1 h time step. In the heat dominated 

regime with H = 0, Equation 3.11 became a single non-linear equation in h (Equation 

3.16) and could be solved directly employing Newton's iterative method. Using the new 

value of h, the change in Ts was found by substitution of h into Equation 3.17. The 

temperature profile was then updated to reflect the new values of Ts and -h. The transition 

between regimes proceeded smoothly with the determination of which regime to use 

. conducted at the beginning of each hour. 
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Chapter 4 

MLEM Validation 

4.1 Introduction 

The validation of the MLEM involved reproducing the results of the heat and wind 

dominated regime constant input cases originally employed in Denman (1973), to ensure 

that the MLEM produced results consistent with those of the original model. Also, the 

model was run using data from OWS "Papa" in the period 18 May 1970 to 28 June 1970. 

Each model run consisted of initialising the model with a BT and the required hourly 

meteorological data, and then producing predicted temperature profiles at desired 

intervals. To consider whether the MLEM represented an improvement over the current 

manual prediction method, a comparison of MLEM and manually predicted temperature 

profiles was conducted. The comparison considered time taken in making predictions and 

the relative accuracy of the results. 

4.2 Constant Input Test Cases 

Four model runs were conducted in the wind dominated regime with an initial 
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mixed layer temperature Ts of 8.5°C, and mixed layer depth h of 10 m. The extinction 

coefficient, y, was held at 0.002 cm-t, and the drag coefficient, C10> was 0.0013. The 

model input parameters which were varied amongst the four runs are listed in Table 4.1. 

The runs were carried out over 24 and 48 h periods and the KLD and MLEM run results 

are in Table 4.2. 

Run G" - D" Qa -Qb -aT/az 

J m-2 sol J m-2 
°C m- l 

dol 

1 3.05x10-3 0.0 0.0 0.0385 

2 6.1xlO-3 0.0 0.0 0.0385 

3 3.05x10-3 1.67x107 3.35x106 0.0385 

4 3.05x10-3 0.0 0.0 0.0192 

Table 4.1 Wind dominated regime - constant input parameters 
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I KLD I MLEM 

TS24 TS48 h24 h48 TS24 TS48 h24 h48 

°C m °C m 

7.75 7.53 37.1 47.8 7.73 7.5 39.9 50.6 

7.53 7.26 47.8 61.2 7.50 7.22 51.2 65.8 

7.90 7.78 34.5 43.1 7.87 7.78 36.35 47.3 

7.86 7.71 43.9 57.8 8.0 7.86 49.1 65.3 

Table 4.2 Wind dominated regime - KLD/MLEM Comparison 

In the heat dominated regime three model runs were conducted with a wind speed 

of 4 m S-l corresponding to a mixing energy, G" - D· = 0.123xlO-3 J m-2 sol. The results 

of the KLD and MLEM runs are in Table 4.3. 

Run Q. -Qb y KLD MLEM 

J m-2 dol cm-l h (m) h (m) 

1 1.464x107 0.0 0.002 14.1 13.95 

2 1.464xl07 0.0 0.001 24.1 23.7 

3 1.841x107 3.76x106 0.002 16.7 17.1 

Table 4.3 Heat dominated regime - KLD/MLEM Comparison 
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Tables 4.2 and 4.3 indicate that the MLEM and KLD predictions are numerically 

similar. However, one would expect that the solution of the model differential equations 

with the same constant initial conditions would produce exactly the same results for both 

the KLD and MLEM models. Personal communication with Dr. Denman (Institute of 

Ocean Sciences, 1992) indicated that differences in constants such as the density of air, 

density of sea water, coefficient of thermal expansion, and the heat capacity of sea water 

existed between the KLD and MLEM models. As Dr. Denman no longer had the original 

computer code of the KLD model it was impossible to verify the values he used for these 

constants. 

The MLEM constants were varied systematically to attempt to achieve the same 

results as those originally obtained for the KLD model. Although it was not possible to 

reproduce the exact KLD results, it was evident that variations in the constants did 

produce changes in MLEM predictions which were of the same order of magnitude as the 

differences between the MLEM and KLD results. It is reasonable to conclude that the 

differences in constants between the KLD and MLEM models account for all or some of 

the discrepancies between model results and that the MLEM adequately represents the 

original KLD model. 
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4.3 MLEM Predictions with OWS "Papa" Data 

4.3.1 The OWS "Papa" Data Set 

Ocean Weather Station (OWS) "Papa" was the location of a Canadian Coast Guard 

weather ship from 1949 to 1981. The ships CCGS Quadra and Vancouver, on alternate 

seven week tOUIS, made routine meteorological and oceanographic measurements at three 

hour intervals within a 1° square centred on SooN, 14SoW (see Figure 4.1). The following 

data from the period 18 May 1970 to 28 June 1970 was made available by the Marine 

Environmental Data Service (MEDS): bathythermograph profiles, cloud cover, wind 

direction, wind speed, atmospheric pressure, dry bulb temperature, and wet bulb 

temperature. 

The BT profiles received from MEDS were not continuous with depth but had 

been reduced to 10 to 15 major inflection points approximating the true temperature 

profile. BT profiles were collected with a mechanical BT with an accuracy of ±0.2°C and 

±2 m (Pickard and Emery, 1990). A mathematical algorithm was not used in digitising 

the BT traces but rather a technician drew by hand a copy of the BT trace. From the hand 

drawn profiles the major inflection points were chosen and the BT was then represented 

with these inflection points. This manual method of digitising BTs undoubtedly captures 

the major features of the thermal profile but makes it difficult to establish an estimate of 

the absolute accuracy of the BTs (Mr. B. Minkley, Institute of Ocean Sciences, 1993). 
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Figure 4.1 Location of OWS "Papa" (SOON, 145°W) (Denman, 1972) 

4.3.2 Advection at OWS "Papa" 

Tabata et al. (1965) indicate that seasonal scale fluctuations of the surface 

geostrophic currents are very weak, typically on the order of 1 cm S-l. Motions forced or 

affected by synoptic scale weather patterns such as Rossby waves, internal waves, inertial 

current oscillations, and Ekman divergences/convergences can be as strong as 50 cm S-l 
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(Defant, 1961). They have little effect on large scale advection due to their transient or 

oscillatory nature but can be expected to influence the mixed layer over time scales of 

hours and days. Typical horizontal surface temperature gradients in the NE Pacific are 

about 1°C/100 km. Therefore, for surface currents of 1 to 10 km dol, the maximum 

expected temperature change due to advection is about 1°C in ten days. Tabata (1965) 

estimated that the average monthly temperature change due to advective effects for a five 

year period was 0.26°C month-t, with a maximum of 0.78°C month-i. Synoptic scale 

weather patterns can be expected to change SST during the heating season by amounts 

on the order of 1°C over several days which is several orders of magnitude larger than 

changes due to advection. It is then expected that horizontal advection will have little 

influence on mixed layer evolution for time scales of less than several weeks. 

Tabata et al. (1965) found that mixed layer depths at OWS "Papa" will vary by 

±6 m due to internal waves. The periods of the waves ranged from the Brunt-Vaisala 

period, about 1-10 min in the upper ocean, to the local inertial period of 15.7 h (at 

latitude 50 deg). These fluctuations in mixed layer depth are a possible source of 

discrepancy between model predictions and BT profiles. 

In the KLD model the vertical velocity, W, within and below the mixed layer was 

assumed to be zero. However, for meteorological forcing which persist for several days, 

non-zero wind stress patterns will result in Ekman horizontal convergences or 

divergences. Further, the Ekman transports will create corresponding upward or downward 

velocities within and/or below the layer. Denman (1973) considers this to be a possible 

source of discrepancy between simulated and actual data but that the effect is small 
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relative to the influence of local wind mixing. 

4.3.3 MLEM Run Setup 

Thirty-one model runs employing the MLEM and OWS "Papa" data set were 

conducted for time periods of 6 h to 6 days over the entire OWS "Papa" data set. Of the 

31 runs: 21 were conducted over two day periods with model predictions output at 6, 12, 

24, and 48 h intervals. Nine runs were made over five day periods with predictions output 

at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 day intervals. One run was conducted over a 6 day period with the 

output made at the 6 day interval. Five of the 31 MLEM runs will be presented here, 

chosen to provide examples of the differing time scales of model predictions under 

contrasting meteorological conditions, and to span as much of the data set as possible. 

Run 1 proceeded over a 24 h period with predictions made at 3 h intervals. This run 

exhibited the diurnal heating and cooling of the mixed layer through a one day cycle. Run 

2 covered a two day period exhibiting average winds and high cloud cover with 

predictions made at 6, 12, 24, and 48 h. Run 3 and Run 4 were done over three day 

periods with predictions made at each 24 h interval. Run 3 included the onset of a storm 

with associated high winds and cloud cover, whereas Run 4 had relatively light winds. 

The final run, Run 5, spanned a six day period with the prediction made at the end of day 

six. In MLEM runs 1, 3, 4, and 5, a manual method prediction was also produced. Table 

4.4 summarizes the MLEM run information. 
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MLEM Run Time Period of Run Number of Prediction Manual 

Number Predictions IntelVals Prediction Made 

Made 

1 2300 13 June to 8 3 hourly yes 

2300 14 June 

2 2000 9 June to 2000 4 6, 12, 24, 48 no 

11 June hours 

3 2300 13 June to 3 24 hourly yes 

2300 16 June 

4 2000 17 June to 3 24 hourly yes 

020021 June 

5 170025 May to 1 6th day yes 

170031 May 

Table 4.4 MLEM run summary 

The mixed layer characteristics of depth, temperature, and temperature gradient 

within the layer were considered in evaluating the validity of the MLEM predictions. All 

times stated in the following sections are in local time (GMT + 10) for the period 18 May 

1970 to 28 June 1970. 

Each MLEM run required the creation of an appropriate initial BT and 

meteorological file. BT temperature data points were interpolated to 1 m depths with a 

taut cubic spline routine. The OWS "Papa" meteorological data consisted of 
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measurements of cloud cover, wind speed, atmospheric pressure, dry and wet bulb 

temperature taken at 3 h intervals. Relative humidity was determined by use of the wet 

and dry bulb temperatures and standard tables. The SST used was the surface temperature 

in the BT file and not a bucket temperature. The meteorological data were then 

interpolated to hourly intervals to meet model requirements. The final addition to each 

meteorological record was an hourly solar altitude which was calculated from a 1972 

Nautical Almanac and Sight Reduction Tables for Marine Navigation. 

4.3.4 MLEM Run 1 

MLEM Run 1 covered a 24 h period from 2300 13 June to 2300 14 June, with 

MLEM predictions made at 3 h intervals. This run displays the diurnal heating and 

cooling of the mixed layer through a daily cycle. The mean wind speed was 3.7 m s-t, the 

mean air temperature 7.6°C, and the mean cloud cover 6.5 tenths over the 24 h period. 

The low wind and cloud cover allowed for increased radiative heating of the mixed layer. 

This trend was evident through Run 1 as the SST increased from 7.8°C to 8.2°C. The 

three hourly prediction results for runs 1.1 through 1.8 are displayed in Figures 4.2 

through 4.9. 

It can be seen in Figure 4.2 that the MLEM prediction followed the cooling 

of the mixed layer through the early morning hours of 14 June quite well. The large 

differences evident in the new BT and original BT profiles below the ML are most likely 

due to horizontal advection and internal wave displacement. 
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Figure 4.2 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 1.1 - 2300 13 June to 0200 14 June. 
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Figure 4.3 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 1.2 - 2300 13 June to 0500 14 June. 
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Figure 4.4 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 1.3 - 2300 13 June to 0800 14 June. 
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Figure 4.5 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 1.4 - 2300 13 June to 1100 14 June. 
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Figure 4.6 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 1.5 - 2300 13 June to 1400 14 June. 
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Figure 4.7 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 1.6 - 2300 13 June to 1700 14 June. 
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Figure 4.8 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 1.7 - 2300 13 June to 2000 14 June. 
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Figure 4.9 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 1.8 - 2300 13 June to 2300 14 June. 
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Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 show that the MLEM followed the gradual warming of the mixed 

layer from 0500 to 1100, 14 June. Figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 show that the MLEM 

predictions followed the SST trend well and the mixed layer depth reasonably well. 

However, the MLEM results evident in these three figures indicate that the model did not 

mix the warmer near surface water as deep as indicated by the actual BT profile. Figure 

4.9 again displays that the MLEM adequately followed SST development but it failed to 

predict the shallowing of the mixed layer evident in the actual BT profile. 

Overall, the MLEM generally followed the diurnal cycle of the mixed layer well 

considering the aspects of SST, and mixed layer depth. Since the MLEM assumes the 

mixed layer is isothermal, some difficulties become apparent in matching the temperature 

gradients in the actual BTs when the mixed layer is not vertically homgeneous. However, 

the BT profiles have an error of ±0.2°C so an apparent difference in temperature gradient 

between a MLEM profile and a BT profile, as in Figure 4.2, can often be within the 

instrument error of the sampled profile. 

4.3.5 MLEM Run 2 

This run covered a two day period from 2000 9 June to 2000 11 June, with 

MLEM predictions made at 6, 12, 24, and 48 h intervals. The mean wind speeds and 

cloud covers are shown in Table 4.5 and the run results are displayed in Figures 4.10 to 

4.13. 
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Run Period for Mean Wind Mean Cloud Mean Air 

Number Calculation of Speed Cover Temperature 

Mean (m S·l) (tenths) eC) 

2.1 20009 June to 8.5 10 7.6 

(6 h) 0200 10 June 

2.2 0200 to 0800 8.5 10 7.5 

(12 h) 

2.3 0800 to 2000 9.0 9 7.8 

(24 h) 

2.4 2000 10 June to 9.0 10 7.8 

(48 h) 2000 11 June 

Table 4.5 MLEM Run 2 mean wind speed, cloud cover, and air temperature 

Over the 48 h period the wind speed is representative of average wind speeds over 

the open ocean. The cloud cover is high allowing for less radiative heating of the sea 

surface. This run shows a diurnal cycle over the first 24 h which is then extended to 

complete a two day cycle. 

Figure 4.10 indicates the expected cooling and deepening of the mixed layer 

during the late evening hours. The MLEM predicted the mixed layer temperature well and 

underpredicts the mixed layer depth by about 5 m. The 12 h prediction, shown in Figure 

4.11, encompasses the period from 2000 to 0800 and displays the daily heating cycle as 

the near surface water starts to warm. 
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Figure 4.10 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 2.1 - 2000 9 June to 0200 10 June. 
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Figure 4.11 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 2.2 - 2000 9 June to 0800 10 June. 
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Figure 4.12 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 2.3 - 2000 9 June to 2000 10 June. 
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Figure 4.13 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 2.4 - 2000 9 June to 2000 11 June. 
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The MLEM predicted the mixed layer depth and temperature reasonably well. The heating 

cycle is extended to complete the initial 24 h period as shown in Figure 4.12. The mixed 

layer depth remained fairly constant and radiative heating at the surface warmed the layer 

overall. The MLEM predicted mixed layer depth and temperature reasonably well. 

Although it followed the trends well, it is evident again in the MLEM prediction that the 

assumption of a constant mixed layer temperature creates the stepped temperature profiles. 

The final day displayed in Figure 4.13 shows that the moderate winds and high cloud 

cover leave the mixed layer temperature fairly constant and only deepen the layer by 

about 5 m. Again the MLEM prediction followed the mixed layer temperature and depth 

reasonably well over the 48 h span. 

4.3.6 MLEM Run 3 

This run covered a three day period from 2300 13 June to 2300 16 June, with 

MLEM predictions made at 24 h intervals. The mean wind speeds and cloud covers are 

shown in Table 4.6 and the results of Run 3 are displayed in Figures 4.14 to 4.16. 

The three days comprising this run exhibit the passage of a storm during which 

the winds increased significantly. The high winds and cloud cover were also evident in 

the evolution of the mixed layer as it deepened from about 30 m to about 45 m. 
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Run Period for Mean Wind Mean Cloud Mean Air 

Number Calculation of Speed Cover Temperature 

Mean (m S·l) (tenths) eC) 

3.1 2300 14 June to 3.7 7 7.6 

(1 day) 2300 15 June 

3.2 2300 15 June to 9.3 10 7.2 

(2 day) 2300 16 June 

3.3 2300 16 June to 13.2 9 7.4 

(3 day) 2300 17 June 

Table 4.6 MLEM Run 3 mean wind speed, cloud cover, and air temperature 

Over the course of the first 24 h period, the light winds and low cloud cover 

allowed the mixed layer to shallow and warm with an increase in SST from 7.8°C to 

8.2°C. In Figure 4.14 it can be seen that the MLEM predicted the change in SST well and 

also identified the shoaling of the layer reasonably well. With the onset of the storm in 

the middle of the second day, the mixed layer began to cool overall and deepen. The 

MLEM, as shown in Figure 4.15, picked up this trend well and followed both mixed layer 

depth and temperature. Figure 4.16 shows that the mixed layer maintained a constant 

temperature but continued to deepen over the third day. The MLEM predicted the mixed 

layer temperature well and followed the deepening of the layer but not quite enough as 

it underpredicted the depth by about 7 m. 
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Figure 4.14 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 3.1 - 2300 13 June to 2300 14 June. 
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Figure 4.15 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 3.2 - 2300 13 June to 2300 15 June. 
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4.3.7 MLEM Run 4 

This run covered a three day period from 2000 17 June to 0200 21 June, with 

MLEM predictions made at 24 h intervals. The mean wind speeds and cloud covers are 

shown in Table 4.7 and the results of Run 4 are displayed in Figures 4.17 to 4.19. 

Run Period for Mean Wind Mean Cloud Mean Air 

Number Calculating Speed Cover Temperature 

Mean (m S·l) (tenths) eC) 

4.1 2000 17 June to 6.0 10 8.1 

(1 day) 200018 June 

4.2 2000 18 June to 5.4 10 8.4 

(2 day) 2300 19 June 

4.3 2300 19 June to 6.0 8 8.8 

(3 day) 020021 June 

Table 4.7 MLEM Run 4 Mean wind speed, cloud cover, and air temperature 

The three days included in this run show light winds and high cloud cover. 

Significant heating of the mixed layer occurs through the three days as the SST increases 

from 8.1 DC to 8.8DC. The mixed layer depth remains fairly constant at about 40 m with 

a warmer layer extending to about 45 m which develops in the second day. 
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Figure 4.17 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 4.1 - 2000 17 June to 2000 18 June. 
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Through the first 24 h period, the mixed layer depth remained fairly constant and 

the SST showed an increase from 8.1°C to 8.2°C. Referring to Figure 4.17 it can be seen 

that the MLEM predicted the change in SST as well as the depth and temperature 

gradient. With continued light winds through the second day, a shallower, warmer layer 

became superimposed on the deeper layer as evident in Figure 4.18. The MLEM predicted 

the creation of the shallower layer reasonably well. In the third day, as shown in Figure 

4.19, the mixed layer warmed even further and this trend was again modelled reasonably 

well by the MLEM prediction. 

4.3.8 MLEM Run 5 

This run covered a six day period from 1700 25 May to 1700 31 May, with the 

MLEM prediction made at the end of the sixth day. The mean wind speeds and cloud 

covers are shown in Table 4.8 and the results of Run 5 are displayed in Figure 4.20. 

Over the six day period, the mean air temperature increased from 6.1°C to 7.5°C 

and this is reflected in the increase of the SST from 5.8°C to 6.8°C. Referring to Figure 

4.20 it can be seen that the MLEM predicted the change in the SST, as well as the ML 

depth and temperature gradient. 
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f 

Period for Mean Wind Mean Cloud Mean Air 
Calculating Speed Cover Temperature 

Mean (m S-l) (tenths) eC) 
170025 May 8.6 10 6.1 

to 

170026 May 

170026 May 7.1 10 6.3 
to 

170027 May 

170027 May 4.1 10 6.4 
to 

170028 May 

170028 May 9.2 10 6.6 
to 

170029 May 

170029 May 7.1 9 7.0 
to 

170030 May 

170030 May 8.5 8 7.5 
to 

170031 May 

Table 4.8 MLEM Run 5 mean wind speed, cloud cover, and air temperature 
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Figure 4.20 Temperature profiles MLEM Run 5 - 170025 May to 1700 3l May. 
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4.4 MLEM versus Manual Predictions 

The motivation behind the implemention of a ML model was to produce a method 

for the prediction of temperature profiles that was faster, less laborious, more accurate and 

physically credible than the manual method currently in use. In an operational scenario, 

it is common to produce a forecast BT based upon the next 24 to 48 h of forecast weather 

to provide a more realistic input to an acoustic model. Considering that there are often 

as many as 20 to 30 BT profiles to forecast in any given operational situation, the 

prediction method must be fast and simple to be of significant use. Therefore, a ML 

model like the MLEM represents an advance in operational capabilities assuming that it 

does in fact operate more quickly and accurately than the manual method. This section 

considers the manual prediction method in comparison to the MLEM to determine if 

progress has indeed been made. MLEM Runs 1, 3, 4, and 5 from Section 4.3 were 

repeated using the manual method in order to compare results with the MLEM (refer to 

Section 4.3 for figures). For the manual preditions the water type used was clear oceanic. 

Comparison of the manual prediction profiles with the BT profiles revealed that 

the manual method was very poor in modelling the mixed layer evolution. The primary 

weakness of the method was that it only determined the residual radiation available for 

evolving the mixed layer temperature. As a result, the method only served to heat or cool 

the near surface water. Of the four runs conducted, the manual method never altered a 

temperature profile at a depth greater than 15 m. Mixed layer dynamics due to turbulent 

fluxes at the upper and lower mixed layer boundaries were not considered by the manual 
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method at all. Therefore the method did not have the ability to modify the mixed layer 

depth. This is a fundamental failure of the manual method and the weakness was readily 

apparent in the runs that were conducted. All runs support the conclusion that the MLEM 

was superior to the manual method in predicting all aspects of mixed layer evolution. 

Both the MLEM and manual method require essentially the same meteorological 

parameters as inputs so there is little difference in the preparation time required for either 

method. However, a 24 h forecast with the manual method takes, on average, about 20 

minutes to complete, whereas, the same prediction takes about 20 sec with the MLEM 

operating on a 80386 microcomputer. For both speed and accuracy, the MLEM proved 

to be a significant improvement over the manual method in the prediction of the evolution 

of the mixed layer. 
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Chapter 5 

Acoustic Assessment 

5.1 Introduction 

The purpose of the MLEM was to provide an efficient and accurate method of 

predicting surface mixed layer characteristics from measured mixed layer temperature 

profiles. The output of the MLEM would then become the input for a model predicting 

acoustic propagation loss in an operational scenario. Validation of the MLEM would not 

be complete without making an assessment of the sensitivity of acoustic propagation loss 

to MLEM results. 

The acoustic assessment was designed to consider both low (passive), and high 

(active sonar) source frequencies in the oceanographic environment of the OWS "Papa" 

area. Temperature and salinity profiles from the OWS "Papa" data set were blended with 

representative profiles for calculation of sound speed profiles. The depth at OWS "Papa" 

is 4250 m, however a depth of 2250 m was used for the acoustic simulations. This 

reduction in depth allowed for reduced run time of the acoustic models while maintaining 

the major propagation paths. Table 5.1 describes the acoustic scenarios and the 

corresponding MLEM run. 
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Acoustic MLEM Number of Number of High 

Scenario Run Low Frequency Runs Frequency Runs 

Number with SUPERSNAP1 with SAFARI 

50 Hz 200 Hz 5000 Hz 

1 3 9 9 

2 4 9 9 

3 5 3 3 

4 1 24 

Table 5.1 Number of acoustic runs conducted for each acoustic scenario 

The low frequency acoustic scenario results were evaluated by comparing the 

predicted ranges to the first convergence zone (CZ) using a figure of merit (FOM) of 80 

db re 1 ,uPa @ 1 m. Refer to Appendix A for a description of CZ and FOM. As the 

ranges to the first CZ were determined subjectively using the FOM and transmission loss 

plots, an error of ± 1 Ian was estimated for all CZ ranges. The contour plots of 

propagation loss were compared to determine if there were variations amongst them 

which could be operationally significant. This comparison is somewhat subjective but 

essentially refers to whether or not the differences could potentially lead to differing 

tactical interpretations. 

For the high frequency acoustic scenario, a diurnal cycle exhibiting the "afternoon 
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effect" of surface heating, and corresponding negative sound speed gradient was 

considered. Again, the contour plots of propagation loss were compared for operationally 

significant variations. 

5.1.1 Calculation of Sound Speed Profiles 

The BT profiles from the OWS "Papa" data and MLEM required extension from 

the sampled depths of between 200 m and 300 m to a depth of 2250 m. Assuming that 

there was relatively little temporal variation in the temperature profile, for a given month 

below 300 m, a temperature profile representative of the region and month was chosen 

for blending with the OWS "Papa" data. The selected BT, and associated salinity profile, 

were from 15 May 1985, taken at 56°40'N 146°W (Figure 5.1). 

The calculation of sound speed profiles from the temperature and salinity profiles 

used the following equation adapted from Kinsler et al. (1982). 

c = 1449.05 +4.57T-5.21xlO -2T2 +2.3xlO -4T 3 

+(1.333 -1.26xlO -2T+9xlO -ST2)(S -35) +/!,.H 

where, 

(5.1) 

In Equation 5.1, S is salinity in %0, H is the depth in m, and T is the temperature in 0c. 

This sound speed equation is applicable to open oceanic waters to a depth of 4 km. 
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5.1.2 Acoustic Models 

The two acoustic models employed in the study were part of the Integrated Multi

Model Acoustic Propagation Prediction System (IMAPPS) developed at Royal Roads 

Military College (Roy, 1993). The IMAPPS contains five acoustic models, each applicable 

over a number of different acoustic environments. It operates on a Hewlett Packard 

9000n20 workstation running under the UNIX operating system. Of the five acoustic 

models, SUPERSNAP1 was most suitable for low frequencies (50 and 200 Hz), and 

SAFARI most suitable for high frequencies (5 kHz) . 

. SUPERSNAP1 (Jensen and Ferla, 1979) is a range independent normal mode 

acoustic propagation model originally developed at the SAClANT ASW Research Centre. 

It was designed to be used in environments with water depths up to 2500 m and at 

frequencies up to 1 kHz. The source frequencies of 50 and 200 Hz, and the water depth 

of 2250 m, employed in the runs conducted with SUPERSNAP1 were within the 

operating limits of the model. The SAFARI (Schmidt, 1987) acoustic propagation loss 

model is a range independent model based on fast field theory and was developed at 

SAClANT ASW Research Centre in the 1980s. For a complete discussion of acoustic 

propagation loss modelling see Roy (1993). 

5.2 Low Frequency Acoustic Model Scenarios 

Temperature profiles from MLEM Runs 3, 4, and 5 were converted to sound speed 
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profiles and used as inputs for acoustic Scenarios 1, 2, and 3. These three MLEM runs 

together had a total of 7 prediction intervals. Within each of the MLEM runs, three 

temperature profiles corresponding to the sampled BT, a MLEM prediction, and a manual 

prediction were produced at each prediction interval giving a total of 21 temperature 

profiles. Therefore, 21 propagation loss simulations were produced for each of the 

frequencies of 50 Hz and 200 Hz. A source depth of 30 m, and a maximum propagation 

range of 140 Ian was used for all low frequency scenarios. Due to space constraints only 

acoustic propagation loss contour plots from acoustic Scenarios 1 and 3 are presented. 

5.2.1 Acoustic Scenario 1 

Acoustic Scenario 1 was conducted employing the temperature profiles of MLEM 

Run 3. MLEM Run 3 covered a three day period with predictions made at one day 

intervals, producing three temperature profiles for each day (i.e. a BT, MLEM, and 

manual profile, refer to Section 4.3.6). Therefore, there were nine temperature profiles for 

which acoustic propagation loss simulations could be conducted at each of the frequencies 

of 50 Hz and 200 Hz. Displayed here are the acoustic model results corresponding to the 

temperature profiles from the second day prediction period of MLEM Run 3 (see MLEM 

Run 3.2 and Figure 4.15). The sound speed profile associated with Figure 4.15 is shown 

in Figure 5.2 
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MLEM I Predicted CZR at 50 Hz - Ranges in km (± 1 km) 

Run 

Number Bathy Manual Method MLEM 

3.1 37 37 37 

3.2 36 33 36 

3.3 37 38 38 

Table 5.2 Comparison of predicted first convergence zone ranges (CZR) - acoustic 

Scenario 1 - 50 Hz 

The contour plots of propagation loss for the BT, manual, and MLEM temperature 

profiles of MLEM Run 3.2 at 50 Hz are shown in Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, respectively. 

Inspection of the three contour plots revealed little variation amongst them. The expected 

ranges to the first CZ for the nine acoustic runs conducted at this frequency are contained 

in Table 5.2. With the exception of the manual method prediction for MLEM Run 3.2, 

the CZ ranges are identical within the limit of error. 
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Figure 5.3 Propagation loss contour plot - MLEM Run 3.2 for BT profile at 50 Hz. 
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Figure 5.4 Propagation loss contour plot - MLEM Run 3.2 for manual prediction profile 

at 50 Hz. 
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Figure 5.5 Propagation loss contour plot - MLEM Run 3.2 for MLEM profile at 50 Hz. 



The contour plots of propagation loss for the BT, manual, and MLEM temperature 

profiles of MLEM Run 3.2 at 200 Hz are shown in Figures 5.6,5.7, and 5.8, respectively. 

Inspection of the three contour plots revealed little variation amongst them. The expected 

ranges of the first CZ for the nine acoustic runs conducted at this frequency are contained 

in Table 5.3. Within the limit of error in the determination, all values of the CZ ranges 

are statisticall y the same. 

MLEM Predicted CZR at 200 Hz - Ranges in km (± 1 km) 

Run 

Number 
Bathy Manual Method MLEM 

3.1 34 34 34 

3.2 35 32 34 

3.3 35 33 33 

Table 5.3 Comparison of predicted first convergence zone ranges - acoustic Scenario 1 

at 200 Hz 
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In general, there was little variation in the acoustic propagation loss predictions 

conducted with BT, MLEM, and manual temperature profile inputs. Despite variations 

evident in the upper 30 m of the sound speed profiles in Figure 5.2, the contour plots of 

propagation loss for the 50 Hz and 200 Hz cases all displayed the same basic features. 

The CZ ranges in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 showed that in only one case of 18 was there a 

difference between the BT CZ range and the manual or MLEM CZ range greater than the 

error. Therefore, the 50 Hz and 200 Hz cases are, operationally speaking, identical. 

5.2.2 Acoustic Scenario 2 

In acoustic Scenario 2 the temperature profiles of MLEM Run 4 were converted 

to sound speed profiles and then used as inputs to the SUPERSNAP1 acoustic propagation 

loss model. MLEM Run 4 covered a three day period with predictions made at one day 

intervals. There were then nine acoustic propagation loss simulations conducted at each 

of the frequencies of 50 Hz and 200 Hz. 

The results of acoustic Scenario 2 essentially duplicated those obtained in acoustic 

Scenario 1 and so were not included here for display purposes. The ranges to the first 

CZ are displayed to show that conclusions drawn from acoustic Scenario 2 were the same 

as those of acoustic Scenario 1. 
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MLEM I Predicted CZR at 50 Hz - Ranges in km (± 1 km) 

Run 

Number 
Bathy Manual Method MLEM 

4.1 34 34 34 

4.2 35 35 35 

4.3 37 35 36 

Table 5.4 Comparison of predicted first convergence zone ranges - acoustic Scenario 2 

at 50 Hz 

MLEM Predicted CZR at 200 Hz - Ranges in km (± 1 km) 

Run 

Number 
Bathy Manual Method MLEM 

4.1 35 35 35 

4.2 37 37 37 

4.3 35 34 35 

Table 5.5 Comparison of predicted first convergence zone ranges - acoustic Scenario 2 

at 200 Hz 
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5.2.3 Acoustic Scenario 3 

In acoustic Scenario 3 the temperature profiles of MLEM Run 5 were converted 

to sound speed profiles and then used as inputs to the SUPERSNAP1 acoustic propagation 

loss model. MLEM Run 5 covered a six day period with the prediction made at the end 

of the sixth day. Three acoustic runs were conducted at frequencies of 50 Hz and 200 Hz, 

corresponding to a BT, MLEM prediction, and manual method prediction. 

The sound speed profiles determined from the temperature profiles in Figure 4.20 

are shown in Figure 5.9. The contour plots of propagation loss for the BT, manual, and 

MLEM temperature profiles of MLEM Run 5 at 50 Hz are shown in Figure 5.10, 5.11, 

and 5.12, respectively. Inspection of the three contour plots revealed little variation 

amongst the BT, manual and MLEM contour plots at this frequency. The expected ranges 

of the first CZ for the three acoustic simulations conducted at this frequency are contained 

in Table 5.6. 

MLEM I Predicted CZR at 50 Hz - Ranges in km (± 1 km) 

Run 

Number 
Bathy Manual Method MLEM 

5 34 31 34 

Table 5.6 Comparison of predicted first convergence zone ranges - acoustic Scenario 3 

at 50 Hz 
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Figure 5.10 Propagation loss contour plot - MLEM Run 5 for BT profile at 50 Hz. 
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Figure 5.11 Propagation loss contour plot - MLEM Run 5 for manual prediction profile 

at 50 Hz. 
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Figure 5.12 Propagation loss contour plot - MLEM Run 5 for MLEM profile at 50 Hz. 



The contour plots of propagation loss for the BT, manual, and MLEM temperature 

profiles of MLEM Run 5 at 200 Hz are shown in Figures 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15, 

respectively. Inspection of the three contour plots revealed better correspondence between 

the BT and MLEM contour plots as opposed to the BT and manual method contour plots. 

The expected ranges to the first CZ for the three acoustic simulations conducted at this 

frequency are contained in Table 5.7. 

MLEM Predicted CZR at 200 Hz - Ranges in km (± 1 km) 

Run 

Number 
Bathy Manual Method MLEM 

5- 37 34 36 

Table 5.7 Comparison of predicted first convergence zone ranges - acoustic Scenario 1 

at 200 Hz 

The sound speed profiles in Figure 5.9 reveal much better correspondence between 

the BT and MLEM profiles than between the BT and manual profiles. Accordingly, one 

expects the MLEM contour plot of propagation loss to more closely match that of the BT. 

In the 200 Hz run, the manual method contour plot was sufficiently different from the BT 

and MLEM plots to have a different operational interpretation. The BT and MLEM piots 

showed the same major features, whereas the manual plot showed some additional ducting 

down to 700 m. The ducting evident in Figure 5.14 is a significant feature and 

operationally would lead to a differe,lt interpretation of the environment than would be 

drawn fro~ ~:11:~ contour plots in Figures 5.13 and 5.15. 
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Figure 5.13 Propagation loss contour plot - MLEM Run 5 for BT profile at 200 Hz. 
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Figure 5.14 Propagation loss contour plot - MLEM Run 5 for manual prediction profile 

at 200 Hz. 
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Figure 5.15 Propagation loss contour plot - MLEM Run 5 for MLEM profile at 200 Hz. 



5.2.4 Discussion Low Frequency Scenarios 

The results obtained from the low frequency acoustic propagation loss runs 

revealed that, in general, there was relatively little difference in the contour plots of 

propagation loss for model inputs of either manual or MLEM predictions. In only the 

specific case of acoustic Scenario 3 at 200 Hz did operationally significant differences 

become apparent. 

All sound speed profiles used as inputs to the acoustic propagation loss model 

were identical from about 300 m to the bottom due to the blending of the temperature 

profiles with a representative BT. Therefore, the only variations in the sound speed 

profiles were above 300 m, with the largest variations evident within the mixed layer. The 

low frequencies did not allow for any surface ducting as the cut-off frequency, below 

which energy would not be trapped, for a mixed layer of 20 m is about 2200 hz (Urick, 

1982). Therefore, any variations of sound speed profile within the mixed layer had little 

effect upon low frequency sound propagation. Essentially, the mixed layer was 

acoustically invisible to the low frequencies employed within this study. 

The comparison of CZ ranges between BT, manual, and MLEM predictions, 

revealed that the predictions of CZ ranges were essentially insensitive to the variations 

in ocean thermal structure amongst the three model inputs. As described in Appendix A, 

the CZ range is dependent on the sound speed at the source and also upon the critical 

depth. With the shallow source depth of 30 m employed in all acoustic scenarios, the 

variations in sound speed were always minimal. Accordingly, the CZ ranges predicted for 
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the MLEM and manual cases were statistically identical to the BT range to CZ. These 

conclusions are similar to those arrived at in Jackson and Blues (1987) where the same 

format of validating the simulated temperature profiles of a ML numerical model with an 

acoustic model was used. Their CZ range predictions were always within 10% for the 

model predicted, climatological BT, and sampled BT. 

Considering the potential merits of employing a MLEM, versus a manual based 

acoustic propagation loss prediction, one must conclude that at low frequencies there is 

sometimes little difference between the two. Only when large differences appear between 

the profiles, as shown in acoustic Scenario 3 at 200 Hz (Section 5.2.3), do the differences 

become operationally significant. Such large differences in MLEM and manual predicted 

temperature profiles could be expected when large changes in meteorological conditions 

over several days, as with the passage of a storm, are experienced. It is apparent that 

when the manual prediction led to a correct acoustic result, so did the MLEM. 

Furthermore, when the manual pre~iction failed to produce a credible acoustic prediction, 

the MLEM succeeded, and was therefore more reliable. The fact that the MLEM also 

operates much more quickly and easily than the manual method makes MLEM predicted 

temperature profiles superior to manually predicted temperature profiles as inputs to an 

acoustic model at low frequencies. 

5.3 High Frequency Acoustic Model Scenario 

The intention in the high frequency study was to use a MLEM run that showed 
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the diurnal variation of the mixed layer through a one day cycle, and display the acoustic 

effects on high frequency sound propagation from a near surface source. MLEM Run 1 

was used as the input in acoustic Scenario 4 to the SAFARI model at a frequency of 5 

kHz. MLEM Run 1 was a one day run with predictions made at 3 h intervals. At each 

interval a BT, manual, and MLEM prediction were produced giving a total of 24 

temperature profiles. The temperature profiles were converted to sound speed profiles in 

the same manner as previously described, and then used as inputs to the SAFARI model. 

Of the eight available prediction periods the acoustic simulations corresponding to MLEM 

Runs 1.1 and 1.7 were chosen for display purposes. 

5.3.1 Acoustic Scenario 4 

Figure 5.17 shows the propagation loss contour plot for a frequency of 1 kHz in 

1000 m of water using the sound speed profile shown in Figure 5.16. Obviously it was 

very difficult to identify the details of sound propagation within the surface duct when 

the contour plot extended from the surface to 2250 m. The preliminary version of 

IMAPPS did not have the ability to make an interactive change of depth scale because 

the depth of the propagation loss contour plot was determined by the depth of the input 

sound speed profile. However, by reducing the input sound speed profile from 2250 m 

to a shallower depth of 200 m, the SAFARI model would include significant amounts of 

bottom interaction which would not be expected for a 5 kHz near surface source, in 2250 

m of water. One can see in Figure 5.17 that even for a source of 1 kHz in 1000 m of 
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water there is still some bottom and surface reflection. So the challenge was to structure 

the acoustic scenario to operate as if it were in deep water, assuming no bottom effects, 

and restrict the output to the upper 200 m. 

The way in which this was accomplished with the SAFARI model was to modify 

the bottom sound speed and bottom absorption coefficient, and restrict the maximum and 

minimum phase speeds. First, the bottom sound speed was reduced to a value very close 

to that of the water immediately above it, and the bottom absorption coefficient increased. 

This created a highly absorptive bottom, therefore decreasing the amount of bottom 

bounce. By restricting the phase speed interval, the vertical modes of propagation were 

disregarded and only the more horizontal modes remained for describing the propagation 

of the sound energy. To show that this scenario configuration was achieving the desired 

result, a test case was constructed to compare the results of a regularly configured 

SAFARI scenario, and one containing the modifications described above. 

In the test case, a simulated sound speed profile down to 200 m, exhibiting a 

strong surface duct was used as input to the SAFARI model (Figure 5.16). A frequency 

of 1 kHz and a water depth of 1000 m was used to reduce model run times. The 

extension of the test case results to 5 kHz and 2250 m of water is logical as one would 

expect even less bottom interaction due to greater sound attenuation at the higher 

frequency and greater depth. Initially, a run was conducted with a hard bottom and wide 

interval of phase speeds. The run was conducted with a bottom loss coefficient of 1 db 

per wavelength, a bottom sound speed of 1550 mis, a maximum phase speed of 2000 mis, 

a minimum phase speed of 1445 mis, and a frequency of 1 kHz. The resultant contour 
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plot of propagation loss is shown in Figure 5.18. 

The second run incorporated the necessary changes to create a much more 

absorptive bottom and narrower interval of phase speeds. The run was conducted with 

a bottom loss coefficient of 5 db per wavelength, a bottom sound speed of 1480 mis, a 

maximum phase speed of 1580 mis, a minimum phase speed of 1470 mis, and a 

frequency of 1 kHz. The resultant contour plot of propagation loss is shown in Figure 

5.19. 
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Figure 5.16 Sound speed profile - SAFARI test case 
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Examination of Figure 5.18 revealed bottom and surface reflected interaction out 

to 20 kIn. However in Figure 5.19, it can be seen that the bottom and surface reflected 

interaction extended only to 10 kIn and was significantly less intense than that in Figure 

5.19. Also note that Figure 5.19 still exhibited the expected strong surface duct which 

indicated that the horizontal modes of propagation had not been degraded due to the 

interval of the phase speeds being made narrower. The results of the test case showed that 

acoustic Scenario 4 adequately simulated the deep water environment of OWS "Papa" 

while restricting the output propagation loss contour plots to a shallower depth. Therefore, 

all acoustic simulations wi"thin acoustic Scenario 4 were conducted with sound speed 

profiles to a depth of 200 m and to a range of 40 kIn. 

From the eight available prediction intervals in acoustic Scenario 4, the two that 

were chosen for presentation illustrate the transition in the environment from a cool, 

distinct mixed layer during the night, to a surface warmed vertically inhomogeneous 

thermal structure the following evening. The first example corresponded to MLEM Run 

1.1 and the sound speed profile and contour plots for this period are displayed in Figures 

5.20 through 5.23. The second corresponded to MLEM Run 1.7 and the sound speed 

profile and contour plots are displayed in Figures 5.24 through 5.27. 
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Figure 5.21 Propagation loss contour plot for MLEM Run 1.1 with BT profile at 5 kHz. 
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Figure 5.25 Propagation loss contour plot for MLEM Run 1.7 with BT profile at 5 kHz. 
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5.3.2 Discussion High Frequency Scenario 

Figure 4.2 showed that the MLEM predicted the cooling of the mixed layer 

through the early morning hours. It accurately estimated both SST and the mixed layer 

depth and produced values that are certainly more representative of the observed mixed 

layer structure than those given by the manual method. Temperature gradients differed 

between the BT and the MLEM prediction but the differences were mostly within the 

limits of the instrument error. However, the constant mixed layer temperature in the 

MLEM prediction created the negative sound speed gradient, evident in Figure 5.20, due 

to the effect of pressure (represented by depth, H) in the sound speed Equation 5.1. The 

contour plots of propagation loss in Figures 5.21 to 5.23 showed that the MLEM profile 

lead to strong surface ducting, the manual method only minimal ducting, and the BT no 

ducting at all. 

Consequently, the MLEM was better at predicting the mixed layer evolution, but, 

when converted to sound speeds for acoustic modelling, the manual method gave 

apparently more accurate results because its sound speed gradient more closely matched 

that of the BT. In general, one could expect this result whenever the environment does 

not satisfy one of the basic assumptions of the MLEM model, namely that there is a 

homogeneous mixed layer. 

The temperature profiles of MLEM Run 1.7 reflected the impact of solar heating 

through the day to the period in late evening. Upon transformation to a sound speed 

profile, a strong positive sound speed gradient was created as evident in Figure 5.24. This 
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strong positive gradient causes sound energy from a shallow source to be refracted 

downward and is known as the "afternoon effect". It can be seen in Figures 5.25 to 5.27 

that propagation loss is considerable with all three showing only minimal horizontal 

propagation of sound. 
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Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusions 

The purpose of this thesis was to select, implement and evaluate a numerical ML 

model to replace the manual temperature profile prediction method currently used by the 

Canadian Forces. The intention was to improve upon the original manual method by 

developing a microcomputer based system that could operate more quickly and accurately. 

Operationally, predicted temperature profiles would be used as inputs to an acoustic 

propagation loss model. 

The selection process used criteria which reflected the requirements of speed and 

accuracy of prediction. A one-dimensional ML model originally developed by Kraus and 

Turner (1967), and extended by Denman (1973) met the selection criteria and had proven 

useful in previous similar applications. The model, coined the Mixed Layer Evolution 

Model (MLEM), was coded in the C programming language and was run on an IBM 

compatible 80386 machine. The MLEM is relatively device independent and should prove 

very portable. 

The MLEM was validated with bathythermograph and meteorological data from 

OWS "Papa" in the period 18 May 1970 to 28 June 1970. In total, 31 MLEM runs were 

conducted with forecasts made at time intervals ranging from 6 h to 6 days. Four of the 

MLEM runs were repeated employing the manual method and the temperature profiles 
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compared to actual BT and MLEM profiles. In general the MLEM adequately predicted 

the evolution of both mixed layer depth and SST, whereas, the manual method proved to 

be very unreliable at producing reasonable predictions. For both speed and accuracy, the 

MLEM was superior to the manual prediction method. 

An assessment of the acoustic impact of employing MLEM profiles as inputs to 

an acoustic propagation loss model was conducted. The goal was to determine if the 

improvements made in predicting mixed layer evolution with the MLEM lead to any 

corresponding benefits acoustically. The acoustic assessment was conducted with both low 

and high frequencies to account for passive sound sources and active sonar. 

Within the low frequency regime, the representative frequencies of 50 Hz and 200 

Hz were chosen. The acoustic model employed was the SUPERSNAP1 normal mode 

theory model. Three acoustic scenarios, composing 21 acoustic runs at each of the chosen 

frequencies were conducted. For each of the scenarios the first CZ range was calculated 

based upon a representative FOM of 80 db re 1 ,uPa. The conclusion drawn from the 

comparison of the MLEM and manual method runs was that both methods adequately 

predict the major features of propagation loss including the range to the first CZ. One 

case was shown where differences between MLEM and manual temperature profiles were 

significant enough to result in propagation loss predictions that would lead to different 

operational interpretations. In this case, the MLEM prediction was superior to that of the 

manual method. Only when large differences appear between the temperature profiles 

does the outcome become operationally significant. So for low frequencies, the gains 

made with the MLEM in temperature profile prediction do not necessarily translate into 
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corresponding gains in acoustic modelling. As a minimum one can conclude that using 

the MLEM temperature profiles as inputs to an acoustic model at low frequencies would 

be equally as good and often better than those of the manual method. The fact that the 

MLEM also operates much more quickly and easily than the manual method makes it the 

obvious choice in forecasting temperature profiles. 

A frequency of 5 kHz was chosen for conducting the high frequency acoustic 

simulations. The acoustic model employed was the SAFARI fast field theory model. One 

acoustic scenario was conducted to follow the acoustic effects of a diurnal cycle and show 

the development of the "afternoon effect". The results for this acoustic scenario were 

mixed.- In the circumstance where a difference in mixed layer temperature gradient 

between a BT and MLEM profile existed beyond that accounted for by instrument error, 

the difference was further compounded when translation was made to sound speed 

profiles. This allowed for the prediction of false surface ducting with the MLEM profiles 

due to the model assumption of a constant temperature mixed layer. With the MLEM in 

its current configuration, without the benefit of additional environmental information, 

there is no definitive way of ensuring that a MLEM predicted surface duct does indeed 

exist. At this stage, users must be aware of this potential problem and must account for 

it when using MLEM profiles in an acoustic model at frequencies where surface ducting 

could be supported. 

Clearly the MLEM must be improved to allow for better acoustic modelling at 

high frequencies. Work could be undertaken to determine a representative temperature 

gradient or to develop a gradient algorithm to smooth the transition from the temperature 
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within the mixed layer to that below. This would require a great deal of research and 

evaluation to ensure that the method of smoothing is physically sound. Extending this 

work to consider the acoustic impact of any modifications to the MLEM would also be 

necessary. Another approach would be to modify the KLD model, or begin again from 

basic principles, to incorporate the physics of a turbulence closure scheme. The turbulence 

closure method allows for some variation of the temperature gradient within the mixed 

layer and could prove useful in a better prediction of this gradient. As noted in Chapter 

3, this class of model has some disadvantages and so possible implementation of such a 

model would have to be given critical consideration. 

Overall, the MLEM should prove useful in situations where forecasts of upper 

ocean temperature profiles are required in order to obtain accurate acoustical modelling. 

The MLEM has been shown to be much more accurate and faster at predicting 

temperature profiles than the manual method. When using MLEM modelled temperature 

profiles as inputs to an acoustic propagation loss model, the results are generally positive. 

At low frequencies, acoustic runs that use MLEM predicted temperature profiles should 

prove to be as accurate, and often more accurate, than those that use manually predicted 

temperature profiles. At high frequencies, it is difficult to generalise what the results 

would be if the local environment does not meet the assumptions required by the MLEM. 

A potential problem regarding the prediction of false surface ducting has been identified 

and should be considered when MLEM profiles are used in situations where surface 

ducting may occur. 
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Appendix A 

Glossary of Terms 

Convergence Zone (CZ) 

A convergence zone is a region of high sound intensity near the surface with 

characteristics determined by the sound speed profile, and the positioning of the surface, 

bottom, and sound source in terms of the sound speed profile. convergence zone 

propagation does not exist in all environments, and a number of conditions must be met 

before it is realised. The primary condition to be satisfied is that there must be sufficient 

water depth beyond the lower limit of the Deep Sound Channel (DSC) to allow for the 

turning of the rays at the bottom boundary of the DSC. This requirement is termed the 

depth excess and when it exceeds several hundred metres, convergence zone propagation 

is likely to occur. 

As temperatures in the deep oceans are essentially geographically invariant, then 

the sound speed is, for the most part, a function of pressure and fairly constant for any 

given depth. However, in the near surface waters the sound speed is affected primarily 

by temperature variation. Thus the two characteristics of temperature at the source depth, 

and water depth determine whether there is a depth excess condition present and, 

therefore, whether or not a convergence zone will exist. The convergence zone range has 

no explicit source frequency dependence. 
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Figure A-I, from Urick (1982), describes the formation of a convergence zone for 

a near surface source. The rays labelled A through E leave the source in the downward 

direction and are refracted upward in the lower portion of the DSC. The intersections of 

rays at AB, BC, CD, and DE form a convergence zone at the sea surface. 

,0..1, of 
DSC 

s --~--~ ----------------

Verticil 

Figure A-I Convergence zone formed by downward going rays from a shallow source 

(Urick, 1982) 

The range to the first convergence zone is obtained from a transmission loss plot 

by determining the second intersection of the FOM line with the propagation loss curve 
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(see Figure A-2). The convergence zone range is an important acoustic propagation loss 

model output because knowledge of the expected convergence zone range determines the 

tactical deployment of sonobuoys and ASW aircraft. 

Figure of Merit (FOM) 

The FOM is a measure of the maximum allowable amount of transmission loss 

that will yield a 50% probability of detection by a sonar, given the probabilities of 

detection and false alarm, and other system and environmental parameters. The predicted 

FOM is determined from estimation of ambient noise, source level, and other sonar 

system parameters. 
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Appendix B 
Computer Source Code 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <io.h> 

/*********************************************************** 
****************~******************************************* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Program : Mixed Layer Evolution Model (MLEM) 

Code written By : Lt(N) A. Osburn 
Ansi standard C code 
Borland C Compiler 

* 
* 
* 
* 

Last Updated 16 Feb 1993 

* List of Changes Made 
* 
* * Description: The MLEM is an implementation of the 10 mixed 
layer model of Dr. Ken Denman (1973). The Denman model is an 
extension of the original model produced by Kraus and Turner 
(1963). The model takes as input an initial BT file of depth 
and temperature, initial conditions of ML depth and 
temperature, and the following meteorological data from 
external file into the xreal array. 

hour_of_the_day_of_the-year 
radiation from sun (joul/m/m/sec) 
air temperature (deg.C) 
bar pressure (millibars) 
sea temperature (deg.C) 
wind speed (m/sec) 
relative humidity (%) 
cloud cover in tenths (decimal) 
average solar altitude (degrees) 

xreal 0 - not used in code 
xreal 1 - not used in code 
xreal 2 
xreal 3 
xreal 4 
xreal 5 
xreal 6 
xreal 7 
xreal 8 

The number of records in the met file determines the number of 
hours of the model prediction. ie each tuple in the met file 
corresponds to an hour of met data and so one hour of 
prediction. Met files are simple ascii files with no set 
format. They can be constructed manually or through the simple 
sub routine included here for building a met file. 
Note that the program is configured to only predict to a 
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maximum of 300 m. Although some areas see the ML deepen beyond 
that depth it is unlikey that the physical processes causing 
the ML to deepen to that degree would be working over the time 
scales of several days as is the case with this model. Note 
however that there is no restriction imposed on the time 
length of the MLEM prediction. The model will continue to work 
for as many tuples as ther are in the met file. The 
implementation made here used a number of routines from 
Numerical Recipes in C, Press et al., 1988, Press Syndicate of 
the University of Cambridge. Copyright restrictions dictated 
that the source code contained in the routines could not be 
included in the thesis. The calls to the routines have been 
left as originally set up, however the meat of the routines 
has been cut out. Any successive user would then need to put 
the code back in for those routines if having access to the 
Numerical Recipes book. The other solution is to implement 
another bunch of routines for the Newton's Iterative Method 
and Runge Kutta Technique. This is possible but may prove more 
difficult than getting the Numerical Recipes routines. 
Unfortunately time did not permit for the compilation of a 
proper data dictionary or design document. Any interested user 
of the code will have to play archaeologist for a while to get 
a handle on what the data structures are within the code. 

************************************************************ 
************************************************************ 
* 
* This model was implemented as an oceanographic/acoustic 
tool and not as a portion of a Computer Science degree. The 
author makes no guarantees concerning the reliability of the 
program beyond the limits of its previous use. The code is 
reasonably modular, adaptable, and commented. The algorithms 
used are described in the body of the thesis. The development 
of the model proceeded in fits and starts and undoubtedly 
could be redesigned to run more efficiently and more quickly 
but the old adage applies here "if it ain't broke don't fix 
it" I had neither the time nor the the inclination to do so. 
Additionally this was my first attempt at employing the C 
language and I'm sure some of the finer points of the language 
eluded me. But as I've said it was not my purpose to write 
sexy code but rather to get the sucker to run. 
* Cheers, Andy 
************************************************************ 
***********************************************************/ 
/******************************************/ 
/* global data definitions and pointers */ 
/******************************************/ 

#define pi 3.141592654 
#define MAXIT 100 /* used in Newton's Iterative Method */ 
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#define g 9.82 /* acceleration due to gravity m/s"2 */ 
#define alpha 0.000254 /* deg .C"-l coeff thermal expansion * / 
#define m 0.0012 /* dimensionless mixing coeff */ 
#define cd 0.0013 /* dimensionless drag coeff */ 
#define cp 3985.0 /* J/kg/deg.C, heat capacity */ 
#define rho a 1.0 /* kg/mA 3 air density */ 
#define rho-o 1030.0 /* kg/mA 3 ref sea water density */ 
#define gamma 0.2 /* extinction coefficient mA _1 */ 
#define cm2 m2 0.0001 /* convert cmA 2 to mA 2 */ 
#define cal_joules 4.184 /* convert calories to joules */ 

FILE *fi1,*fi3,*fo1,*fo3; 

/***********************************************************/ 
/* **************** function prototypes ********************/ 
/* */ 
/***********************************************************/ 

/* routine to build the met files */ 
void build met file ( char file name[] ); 

/* routine for cubic spline interpolation of BT data */ 
void spline_data (double *spl_temp, double *spl_depths, 

int no-pts); 

/* heat flux functions */ 

double calc_qs double xreal [ ] ) ; 

double calc_qe double xreal[] ) ; 

double calc_qb ( double xreal[] ) ; 
double calc_qh ( double xreal[] ) ; 

double calc_qr double fluxes[] ) ; 

/* mlxlng algorithm functions */ 

/* calculates incident 
solar radn */ 

/* calculates Evaporative 
heat */ 

/* calculates back radn */ 
/* calculates sensible 

heat flux */ 
/* calculates reflected 

radn */ 

void f of h(double x, double *fn, double *df, double *paras, 
- - double del t); 

void calc_dhdt( double-x, double *y , double *dydx, double 
*paras); 

void calc_dtsdt ( double x, double *y, double *dydx, double 
*paras); 

double func_brak( double x, double paras[], double del_t ); 
double delta ts ( double del t, double paras[]); 
double wind energy( double h~ double u )i 
double dtdz-at minus h ( double paras[], double temps[] )i 
void calc dt mInus h-( double x, double *y, double *dydx, 

double *paras); 
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void update_temp ( double temp[], double paras[] ); 
void print_temp ( int num_data, double *temp ); 
void calc_dtz_dt ( double x, double *y, double *dydx, double 

*paras); 

/* Numerical Recipes functions */ 
/* see program header for explaination of the use of the 

Numerical Recipes routines */ 

void nrerror(char error_text[]); 
double *vector(int nl, int nh); 
void free vector (double *v, int nl, int nh); 
void rk4(double y[], double dydx[],int n, double x, 

double h, double yout[], double paras[], void (*derivs)() ); 
double rtsafe{void (*funcd){), double paras[], 

double xl, double x2, double xacc, double del_t); 
void zbrak{double (*fx)(), double xl, double x2, int n, double 
xbl[], double xb2[], int *nb, double paras[], double del_t); 

/***********************************************************/ 
/** . Start of main program **/ 
/***********************************************************/ 

void maine) 
{ 

/* ***************** local data definitions ************** */ 

/* array xreal[] contains data read in from external met file 
array temp[] contains sea temperature values from surface to 
max depth */ 

static double xreal[9], temp[300]; 

int j, num data, no ree, II_depth, nb, n, i, w_step = 60, hh, 
int-pts; - -

double fluxes[12], t, *h, *dhdt, *hout, step = 60.0, del_temp, 
*ts, *dtsdt, *tsout, lower_h, upper_h, new_h, accuracy, 
*xbl, *xb2, delta_t, new_temp, *t_minus_h, 

*dt_minush_dt, *th_out, tmp_temp, ml_dep~h, *t_at_z, *dtzdt, 
*tz_out, delta_th, bt_depth[50]; 

float inputl, input2, dumyl, dumy2; 

char Iln[lOO], file in3[lOO], in char, 
In[l80],file_in[lOO],file_out[lOO],file_outl[lOO]; 

/* ****** input, output files for met and bathy data ****** */ 
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strcpy(file_in,"c:\\borlandc\\work\\data\\meteor.dat"); 
strcpy(file_in3," c :\\grapher\\data\\bathy.dat"); 
strcpy(file_out,"c:\\grapher\\data\\pred.dat"); 

printf(tI Would you like to build a meteorological data file? 
(YIN) \n"); 
in_char = tolower( getchar() ); 
fflush( stdin ); 

if ( in_char == 'y' ) { 
*1 

1* if need to build met file first 

build met file (file_in); 
} 

fflush( stdin ); 
printf(" Continue and run model? (YIN) \n"); 
in char = tolower( getchar() ); 

if ( in char == 'n' ) { 
printf("Exiting program \n"); 
exit(O); 
} 

1* open met data file */ 

if «fil = fopen(file~in,"r"» == NULL) { 
fprintf (stderr, "Problem opening %s file\n", file_in); 
exit(I); 
} 

else 
fprintf(stderr,"Input file %s opened\n",file in); 

/* fluxes array format - contains calculated values for 
each of the flux values described below 

[0 ] = qs 
[ 1 ] = qb 
[2] = qe 
[3] = qh 
[4] = qr 
[ 5 ] = ml temp 
[ 6] = ml depth 
[ 7 ] = temp below layer 
[8 ] = wind speed 
[ 9 ] = dhdt 
[10] = dtdz 
[11 ] = depth 
*/ 

1* prompt operator to enter initial ML depth and temperature 
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required for initial conditions of Denman model */ 

printf("Enter initial ML depth \n"); 
scanf("%f", &inputl); 
printf("Enter initial ML temperature \n"); 
scanf("%f", &input2); 

fluxes[6] = inputl; /* ML depth into fluxes 6 */ 
fluxes[S] = input2; /* ML temperature into fluxes 5 */ 

/* open files for output */ 

fol = fopen( file_out, "w"); 
fo3 = fopen( file_outl, "w"); 

/* read in bathy data from external file */ 

if «fi3 = fopen(file_in3,"r"» == NULL) { 
fprintf (stderr, "Problem opening %s file\n", file_in3); 
exit(l); 
} 

else 
fprintf(stderr,"Input file %s opened\n",file_in3); 

/* num data tracks the total number of records 
in the input BT file * / 

while(fscanf(fi3, "%f %f", &dumyl, &dumy2} 1= EOF) { 

fgets(lln,IOO,fi3); 
bt_depth[num_data] = dumyl; /* load bathy temp */ 
temp [num_data] = dumY2; /* load bathy depth */ 

} /* end while loop for read in bathy */ 

/* call cubic spline routine to interpolate BT 
to I m intervals */ 

spline_data(&temp[O], &bt_depth[O], num_data-l}; 

num data = bt depth[num data-I]; /* num data now becomes the 
total number of depth records and hence the total depth */ 

/**********************************************************/ 
/* Reading data from meteorological file */ 
/**********************************************************/ 

/* No heading in meteor.avg no_rec tracks number of tuples 
input from met file corresponds to number of hours of model 
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run time, for example if have 3 records in the met file then 
have 3 hours of run time for the model */ 

no rec = O· - , 
while ( (fscanf (fil, ''%If %If %If %If %If %If %If %If 
%If'',&xreal[O], &xreal[I],&xreal[2],&xreal[3],&xreal[4], 
&xreal[5],&xreal[6],&xreal[7],&xreal[8]» l=EOF) { 

fgets (In,180,fil); 

/* call flux functions to calc for this hour the heat flux 
values */ 

fluxes[O] = calc qs( &xreal[O] ) ; 
fluxes[l] = calc_qb( &xreal[O] ) ; 
fluxes[2] = calc_qe( &xreal[O] ) ; 
fluxes[3] = calc_qh( &xreal[O] ) ; 
fluxes[4] = calc_qr( &fluxes[O] ) ; 

/* declare variables for use in wind and heat dominated 
regime calculations, format required as detailed in 
Numerical Recipes */ 

h = vector(l,l); 
dhdt = vector(l,l); 
hout = vector(l,l); 
dtsdt = vector(l,l); 
tsout = vector(!,!); 
ts = vector(l,!); 
t minus h = vector(!,!); 
dt minush dt = vector(!,!); 
th-out = vector(!,l); 
t at z = vector(!,!); 
dtzdt = vector(!,!); 
tz_out = vector(!,l); 

fluxes[8] = xreal[5]· /* load wind speed */; 

/* find temperature immediately below the layer */ 

11 depth = (int) (fluxes[6] + 0.5); 
fluxes[7] = temp[ll_depth + I]; /* load temperature below 

layer */ 
h[l] = fluxes[6]; /* load ml depth */ 

/* call for first derivs to find dhdt to see if need 
wind or heat regime equations */ 

t = 0.0; /* set initial time to 0 */ 
calc dhdt ( t, h , dhdt , &fluxes[O]); 
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/* if dhdt is less then 0 then ML will stay the same or 
begin to shallow, so proceed in heat dominated regime */ 

t += step; /* advances time by the time step interval */ 
if ( dhdt[l] <= 0.0 ) { 

/* heat dominated regime solved using Newtons Iterative 
method. see Numerical Recipes in C for details and 
routines. */ 

/* set brackets for Newton method */ 

accuracy = 0.1; 
delta t = 3600.0; 

upper_h = 0.0; 
lower h = 300.0; 

n = 5; 
nb = 5; 

xbl = vector(l,nb)i 
xb2 = vector(l,nb); 

/* zbrak finds number of 0 crossings */ 
zbrak( &func_brak, upper_h, lower_h, n, xbl, xb2, &nb, 

&fluxes[O], delta_t)i 

new h = rtsafe( &f of h, &fluxes[O], xbl[I], xb2[1], 
accuracy, delta_t )i 

fluxes[6] = new_hi 

new_temp = delta_ts( delta_t, &fluxes[O]); 

fluxes[S] = fluxes[S] + new_temp; 

update_temp ( &temp[O], &fluxes[O] ); 

} 

else { /* do wind dominated regime */ 

/* 3 Differential equtions corresponding to wind dominated 
regime are solved employing Runge-Kutta technique, again 
see Num.Recipes */ 

for ( i = Ii i <= w_stepi i++) { 

/* call to get dhdt then rk4 to advance in time step ML 
depth */ 
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calc_dhdt ( t, h , dhdt , &fluxes[O]); 

rk4(h, dhdt, 1, t, step, hout, &fluxes[O], &calc dhdt); 
/* call for 1st derivs & then rk4 for ml temperature */ 

ts[l] = fluxes[s]; 

calc_dtsdt ( t, ts, dtsdt, &fluxes[O]); 

rk4(ts, dtsdt, 1, t, step, tsout, &fluxes[O], 
&calc dtsdt); 

/* set up fo~ call to get gradient below the layer 
and advance the temperature below the layer */ 

fluxes[9] = dhdt[I]; 
fluxes[10] = dtdz_at_minus_h ( &fluxes[O], &temp[O] ); 

t_minus_h[l] = fluxes[7]; /* load temp below layer */ 

calc_dt_minus_h( t, t_minus_h,dt_minush_dt,&fluxes[O] ); 

rk4(t_minus_h, dt_minush_dt, 1, t, step, th_out, 
&fluxes[O], &calc_dt_minus_h); 

h[l] = hout[I]; /* transfer new ml depth */ 
fluxes[6] = hout[I]; 
fluxes[s] = tsout[I]; /* transfer new ml temperature */ 
fluxes[7] = th_out[I]; /* new temp below layer */ 

/* change temp array to reflect new temperature 
structure */ 

update_temp ( &temp[O], &fluxes[O] ); 

ml_depth = h[l] + 0.5; 
hh = (int) ml_depth; 
temp[hh+l] = fluxes[7]; /* enter new temperature below 

the layer */ 

for ( j = hh + 2; j < num_data; j++ ) { 

t_at_z[l] = temp[j]; 
fluxes[ll] = j; 

rk4( t at z, dtzdt, 1, t, step, tz_out, &fluxes[O], 
&calc_dtz_dt); 

/* ensure that temp below layer is not going to be 
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larger then the new temp at layer bottom */ 

del_temp = fluxes[7]; 
if ( tz_out[l] > del_temp) { 

temp[j] = del_temp; 
} 

else { 
temp[j] = tz out[l]; 
} 

} /* end for loop */ 

t += step; /* advance time step */ 

} /* end of for loop through total time step */ 

} /* end of else and code for wind regime */ 

} /* end brace for overall while loop through met file 
and all hour long time steps */ 

/* output new temperature profile to output file */ 
print_temp ( num_data, &temp[O] ); 

/* release memory allocated to the following variables */ 
/* routines from Numerical recipes as well */ 

free_vector(hout,l,l); 
free_vector(dhdt,l,I); 
free_vector(h,l,l); 
free_vector(tsout,l,I); 
free_vector(dtsdt,l,l); 
free_vector(ts,l,l); 
free vector(t minus h,l,I); 
free-vector(dt_minush_dt,I,I); 
free_vector(th_out,l,l); 
free_vector(t_at_z,I,I); 
free_vector(dtzdt,I,I); 
free vector(tz out,I,I); - -
fclose(fil); 
fclose ( fol) ; 
return; 

} /* end brace maine) */ 

/**********************************************************/ 
/* end of the executive portion of the program , 
the remaining functions are all subroutines of main */ 
/**********************************************************/ 
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/********************************************************* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

Function: calc dhdt 

Inputs: t (time note not used) 
h (current ML depth) 
fluxes[] 

Outputs: dh/dt 

* Description: calculates solution to equation for dhdt to 
provide first derivative for Runge-Kutta solution, no time 
dependance in this equation. Time advanced via Runge Kutta 
routine. 
* 
* ******************************************************** */ 

void calc_dhdt( double x, double *y, double *dydx, double 
*paras) 

{ 

double a, b, c, d; 

/* determine fraction of wind speed available for mixing, note 
a is scaled as noted in Elsberry et ale */ 

x = x; /* to overcome warning error x not used */ 

a = wind energy ( y[l], paras[8] ); 
a /= rho=o; 

b = (paras[O] / (gamma * rho 0 * cp» 
* (1.0 - ( exp«-1.0) * gamma * y[l]» )i 

c = y[l] / (rho_o * cp) * 
(paras[O] * (1.0 + (exp«-1.0) * gamma * y[1]») 
+ paras[4] + paras[l] + paras[2] + paras[3]); 

d = y[l] * ( paras[5] - paras[7] ); 

if ( d 1= 0.0 ) { 

else 

dydx[1] = (2.0 * ( a + b) - c) / d; 
} 

dydx[l] = 0.0; 

return; 
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} 

/********************************************************** 
* 
* Function: calc dtsdt 
* 
* Inputs: t (time note not used) 
* ts (current ML temperature) 
* fluxes[] 
* 
* Outputs: dts/dt 
* 
* Description: calculates solution to equation for dts/dt 
which is first derivative used in advancing Runge-Kutta 
solution for given time step. 
* 
***********************************************************/ 
void calc dtsdt double x, double *y, double *dydx, double 

*paras) 

{ 

double a, b, c; 

y[l] = y[l]; 
x = x; /* to stop warning errors at compile timne for unused 

arguments */ 

a = wind_energy ( paras[6], paras[8] ); 
a *= (-1.0 / rho_o); 

b = (paras[6] / (cp * rho 0) ) * ( paras[l] + paras[2] 
+ paras[3] + paras[4] ); 

c = (paras[O] / (cp * rho 0) ) * (paras[6] - (1.0 / gamma) + 
(1.0 / gamma) * (exp«-1.0) * gamma * paras[6]) 

) ); 

dydx[l] = (2.0 / (paras[6] * paras[6] » * ( a + b + C ); 

return; 
} 

/*********************************************************/ 
/* Calculate theoretical radiation from sun */ 

/* Qs = 1.9/60.0 sin(average_solar_alt)(1-0.0006(C**3» */ 
/* (J /m/m /sec) */ 
/*********************************************************/ 
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double calc_qs (double xreal[]) 
{ 

double qs; 

qs = (1.9 / 60.0) * sin(xreal[8] * pi / 180.0) 
* (1.0 - (0.0006 * pow(xreal[7] , 3»); 

qs *= 

return qs; 

} 

/****************~*****************************************/ 
/* calculate evaporation heat loss */ 
/* */ 
/* qe = 0.013*rhoa*w*(hs-ha)*la (J /m/m/sec) */ 
/* rhoa = air spec wt (g/cc) */ 
/* w = wind speed Tcm/sec) */ 
/* la = latent heat of water (cal/g) */ 
/* */ 
/**********************************************************/ 

double calc_qe ( double xreal[] ) 
{ 

double qe , rhoa, W, la, pa, hs, ha ; 
int i; 

rhoa = 0.0012 ; 
w = fabs(xreal[S]) * 100.0 ; 
la = 592.7 ; 

/* h (specific humidity) 
/* p = air pressure 
/* e = vapor pressure 

= 0.622*e/(p-0.378*e) */ 
*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************/ 
/* get saturate vapour pressure at the air temperature */ 
/* ***********~*****************************************/ 

i = floor(xi"eal[2]J;· 
switch (i) { 
case 5 : 
pa = 0.200; 
break; 
case 6 : 
pa = 0.238; 
break; 
case 7 : 
pa = 0.270; 
break; 

/* air temperature */ 
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case 8 : 
pa = 0.302; 
break; 
case 9 : 
pa = 0.336; 
break; 
case 10 : 
pa = 0.363; 
break; 
case 11 : 
pa = 0.391; 
break ; 
case 12 : 
pa = 0.420; 
break; 
case 13 : 
pa = 0.436; 
break; 
case 14 : 
pa = 0.469; 
break; 
case 15 : 
pa = 0-.504; 
break ; 
case 16 : 
pa = 0.541; 
break; 
case 17 : 
pa = 0.570; 
break; 
case 18 : 
pa = 0.610; 
break; 
case 19 : 
pa = 0.644; 
break; 
case 20 : 
pa = 0.690; 
break; 
case 21 : 
pa = 0.734; 
break; 
case 22 : 
pa = 0.780; 
break; 
default : 
pa = 0.300; 
break; 
} 

pa = pa * (1000.0 / 29.93); 
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hs = 0.622 * pa/(xreal[3] - 0.378 * pal; 
ha = 0.622 * (xreal[6]/100.0 * pa)/(xreal[3] 
(xreal[6]/100. * pa»; 

0.378 * 

qe= 0.0013 * rhoa * w * (hs - ha) * la * cal joules / 
(60.0 * cm2_m2) ; 

return qe; 

} 

/**********************************************************/ 
/* */ 
/* calculate heat.loss from sea due to long wave radn */ 
/* (J /m/m /sec) */ 
/* */ 
/**********************************************************/ 

double calc_qb ( double xreal[] ) 
{ 

} 

double qb, qb_factor = 1.3; 

qb = « 14.28 - (0.09 * xreal[4]) - (0.046 * xreal[6]» 
/ 69.72 ) * ( 1.0 - 0.0765 * xreal[7] / 60.0; 

return qb; 

/***********************************************************/ 
/* */ 
/* calculate sensible heat flux (J /m/m/sec) */ 
/* */ 
/* negative qh means heat flux air to sea, positive qh is */ 
/* heat from sea to air */ 
/* change sign finding qh because where qh neg. this is */ 
/* a heat gain from air to sea */ 
/***********************************************************/ 

double calc_qh ( double xreal[] ) 
{ 

double qh; 

qh = 0.0013 * xreal[5] * 0.134 * (xreal[4] - xreal[2]) 
/ 60.0 ; 

qh = (-1.0) * qh * cal_joules / cm2_m2; 

return qh; 
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} 

/**********************************************************/ 
/* */ 
/* calculate reflected heat loss qr(J /m/m/sec) */ 
/* */ 
/******************************************************** */ 

double calc qr ( double fluxes[] ) 
{ -

} 

double qri 

qr = «0.15 * fluxes[O]) - pow( 0.01 * fluxes[O], 2» 
/ 86400.0 i 

qr = (-1.0) * qr * cal_joules / cm2_m2i 

return qri 

/* function used in Newtons Iterative method to find the 
function value and first derivative */i 

/*********************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: f of h 

Inputs: x - value to evaluate function f(x) at 
del_t - time step 
fluxes[] 

Outputs: fn - value of function 
df - value of function first derivative 

* Description: in heat dominated regime solution determines 
values for function and its first derivative at x. 
* 
* 
** ******************************************************* */ 

f_of_h(double x, double *fn, double *df; double *paras, double 
del t) 

{ 

double a, b, Ci 

a = wind_energy ( x, paras[8] )i 

b = paras[O]/(gamma * cp) * ( 1.0 - exp«-1.0)* gamma * x) )i 
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c = (paras[O] * (1.0 + (exp«-l.O) * gamma * x») 
+ paras[4] + paras[l] + paras[2] + paras[3]); 

*fn = a + b - «0.5 * x / cp ) * c) ; 

a *= 0.01; 

b = (paras[O]/cp)*( (1.0 / gamma)+exp«-l.O) * gamma * x) ); 

c = paras[O] * (1.0 + (exp«-l.O) * gamma * x» 
(gamma * x * exp«-l.O) * gamma * x) » 

+ paras[4] + paras[l] + paras[2] + paras[3] ; 

*df = b - a - (0.5 * c / cp) . 
I 

return; 
} 

/* *************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: func brak 

Inputs: x - value to evaluate function at 
fluxes[] 

Outputs: value of the function at input x value 

* Description: searches for zero crossing of function f(x) 
* 
* *************************************************** */ 
double func brak ( double x, double paras[], double del t 

{ 

double a , b , c , d; 

a = wind_energy ( x, paras[8] ); 

b = (paras[O]/(gamma * cp»*( 1.0-exp«-1.0) * gamma * x) ); 

c = paras[O] * (1.0 + (exp«-l.O) * gamma * x») 
+ paras[4] + paras[l] + paras[2] + paras[3]); 

d = a + b - « 0.5 * x / cp ) * c) ; 
d *= del_t; 

return d; 

} 
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/* ******************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: delta ts 

Inputs: delta t ( change in ML temp) 
fluxes[] 

Outputs: new ML temp 

* Description: uses change in ML depth previously determined 
* to calculate new ML temp. 
* 
* **************************************************/ 

double delta ts ( double del t, double paras[]) 

{ 

double c, d; 

c = (paras[O] * (1.0 - (exp«-1.0) * gamma * paras[6]») 
+ paras[4] + paras[l] + paras[2] + paras[3]); 

d = c * del t ) / ( paras[6] * rho 0 * cp ); 

return d; 

} 

/************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: wind_energy 

Inputs: depth 
wind_speed 

Outputs: wind energy available for mixing 

* Description: computes fraction of wind energy available 
* for mixing 
* 
* *************************************************** */ 

double wind_energy( double h, double u ) 
{ 

double a, wind_factor = 1.0; 

a = (wind factor * m * rho a * cd * pow( u, 3)/(alpha * g» 
* exp«-1.0) * h / 100.0) ; 
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return a; 

} 

/* ***************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: dtdz at minus h 

Inputs: fluxes[] 
temps [ ] 

Outputs: gradient dtz/dt below layer 
* * Description: calculates solution to equation describing 
* gradient below the layer for use in advancing 
* the RK solution to the equation over the given time step 
* 
* ********************************************** */ 

double dtdz at minus h ( double paras[], double temps[] 
{ 

double gradient, ml_depth; 
int hi 

/* round off ml depth first to nearest metre */ 

ml_depth = paras[6] + 0.5; 
h = (int) ml_depth; 

/* gradient below layer calc'd from -h to -h+1 below layer, 
this to get down below layer and interface temperatures */ 

gradient = (temps[h + 1] - temps[h + 3]) / 2.0 

return fabs(gradient); 

} 

/***************************************************** 
* 
* Function: calc dt minus h 
* 
* Inputs: t - (time not used) 
* temp below layer 
* fluxes[] 
* 
* Outputs: dt-h/dt 
* 
* Description: 
* 
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* *********************************************** */ 

void calc dt minus h ( double x, double *y, double *dydx, 
double *paras) 

{ 

double a, b; 

x = X; 
y[l] = y[l]; 

a = (gamma * paras[O] / ( rho_o * cp » 
* exp ( (-1.0) * gamma * paras[6] ); 

b = paras[9] * paras[lO]; 

dydx[l] = a - b; 

return; 
} 

/* ***************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: calc dtz dt 

Inputs: t - time not used 
t at z - temperature at depth z 
fluxes[] 

Outputs: dtz dt 

* Description: determines the derivative dtz dt for evolving 
* the temperature gradient below the layer 
* *************************************************** */ 

void calc dtz dt ( double X, double *y, double *dydx, double 
*paras) 

{ 

X = X; 
y[l] = y[l]; 

dydx[l] = gamma * paras[O] * ( exp( gamma * (-1.0 / 5.0) * 
paras[ll]) ) / ( rho 0 * cp ); 

return; 
} 
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/* ************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: update_temp 

Inputs: temp[] 

Outputs: updated temp[] 

* Description: updates the temperature structure within the 
ML 
* 
* 

according to the new ML depth and the new ML 
temperature 

* **************************************************** */ 

void update_temp ( double temp[], double paras[] ) 
{ 

double ml_depth, tmp_temp; 
int i,h; 

ml_depth = paras[6] + 0.5; 
h = (int)ml depth; 

for (i = 0; i<= h; i++){ 
temp[i] = paras[5]; 
} 

return; 
} 

/******************************************************* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: print_temp 

Inputs: num data 
temperature array 

Outputs: nil 

* Description: outputs the final predicted model temperature 
* profile to an extenal file. 
* 
* ************************************************** */ 

void print_temp ( int num_data, double *tmp ) 
{ 
int j; 

for (j=O; j < num_data; j++ ) { 

fprintf( fol, "%f \t %f \n", tmp[j], -1.0 * j ); 
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} 
return; 
} 

/* ************************************************* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: Numerical Recipes routine 

Inputs: 

Outputs: 

* Description: see Numerical recipes 
* 
* ************************************************ */ 

void nrerror(char error_text[]) 

/* *************************************************** 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: Numerical Recipes routine 

Inputs: 

Outputs: 

* Description: see Numerical recipes 
* 
***************************************************** */ 

double *vector(int nl, int nh) 

/* ********************************************** 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: Numerical Recipes routine 

Inputs: 

Outputs: 

* Description: see Numerical recipes 
* 
* **************************************************** */ 

void free_vector(double *v, int nl, int nh) 

/* ************************************************** 
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* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: RK4 - Numerical Recipes routine 

Inputs: see NR 

Outputs: 

* Description : performs RK solution to the DE 
* 
**************************************************/ 

/* Runge Kutta Order 4 function */ 

void rk4(double y[], double dydx[],int n, double x, 
double h, double yout [ ] , double paras [ ] , 

(*derivs)(» 

/* ************************************************ 

void 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: RTSAFE - Numerical Recipes routine 

Inputs: see NR 

Outputs: 

* Description: performs Newtons Iterative solution of given 
* equation 
* 
* ****************************************************** */ 

double rtsafe(void (*funcd)(), double paras[], 
double xl, double x2, double xacc, double 

del t) 

/* ***************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: ZBRAK - Numerical Recipes routine 

Inputs: see NR 

Outputs: 

* Description: for Newtons Method 
* 
* *********************************************** */ 

void zbrak(double (*fx)(), double xl, double x2, int n, double 
xbl[], double xb2[], int *nb, double paras[], double del_t) 
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/* ****************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: build met file 

Inputs: File name 

Outputs: nil 

* Description: opens met file and then iteratively prompts 
* user for met data and linearly interpolates 
* to one hour intervals for the met data. External met file 
* is written to with the hourly met data 
* 
* ********************************************************* */ 

void build met file ( char file_name[] ) 
{ 

char inchar; 
float met_data[8], day!, hour!, air_temp!, press!, sea_temp!, 

wind!, reI humid!, cloud!, date, 
air_temp2,-press2, sea_temp2, wind2, rel_humid2, 
cloud2, del_time2; 

int i, del_time, flag; 

if «fi! = fopen(file_name, "w"» == NULL) { 
fprintf (stderr, "Problem opening %s file\n", file name); 
exit(!); 
} 

else 
fprintf(stderr,"New file %s opened\n",file name); 

flag = 0; 
inchar = 'y'; 

while ( inchar -- 'y' ) { 

if ( flag == 0 ) { 

puts(" 
puts(" 
scanf( 
fflush 
puts(" 
scanf( 
fflush 
puts(" 
scanf( 
fflush 
puts(" 

*** Start data *** \n "); 
Enter Day"); 
"%f", &day! ); 
(stdin) ; 
Enter Hour "); 
"%f", &hour! ); 
(stdin) ; 
Enter Air Temp "); 
"%f" &air temp! )0 , - , 
(stdin) ; 
Enter Pressure "); 
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scanf( 
fflush 
putsCH 
scanf( 
fflush 
puts(It 
scanf( 
fflush 
puts(It 
scanf( 
fflush 
puts(It 
scanf( 
fflush 

"%flt, &press! ); 
(stdin) ; 
Enter Sea Temp It); 
It%flt &sea temp! ). , - , 
(stdin) ; 
Enter Wind Speed It); 
It%flt, &wind! ); 
(stdin); 
Enter ReI Humidity It); 
It%flt &rel humid! ). '- , (stdin) ; 
Enter Cloud Cover It); 
"%flt &cloud!). ,. , 
(stdin) ; 

} /* end if for flag */ 

else { 
times */ 

/* to transfer new and old data for successive 

hour! += del time; 
air temp! = air temp2; 
press! = press2; 
sea_temp! = sea_temp2; 
wind! = wind2; 
reI humid! = reI humid2; 
cloud! = cloud2;-
} 

puts(It *** End data *** \n H); 
putsCH Enter Air Temp H); 
scanf( "%f", &air_temp2 ); 
puts(It Enter Pressure H); 
scanf( "%f lt , &press2 ); 
puts (" Enter Sea Temp "); 
scanf( "%f", &sea_temp2 ); 
putsCH Enter Wind Speed It); 
scanf( "%f", &wind2 ); 
puts (" Enter ReI Humidity "); 
scanf( "%f", &rel_humid2 ); 
puts(It Enter Cloud Cover H); 
scanf( It%f", &cloud2 ); 

puts ( " Enter number of hours covered" ); 
scanf( "%i" &del time ). , - , 
for ( i = 0; i < del_time; i++) { 

date = day! + ( (hour! + i) / !OO.O ); 
if ( (date - day!) >= 0.24 ) { 
met_data[O] = (date + !) - 0.24 ; 
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} 
else { 
met_data[O] = date; 
} 

met_data[l] = 0.0; 
met_data[2] = «( air_temp2 - air_temp1)/del_time) *i ) 

+ air_temp1 ; 
met_data[3] = «( press2 - press1) I del_time) *i) 

+ press1 ; 
met data[4] = «( sea_temp2 - sea_temp1)/del_time)*i) 

- + sea_temp1 ; 
met_data[S] = ( « wind2 - wind1) I del_time)*i) 

+ wind1 ; 
met_data[6] = «( rel_humid2-rel_humidl)/del_time)*i ) 

+ reI humid1; 
met_data[7]-= ( « cloud2 - cloud1) I del_time) * i ) 

+ cloud1 ; 

fprintf( fi1, "%S.2f \t %3.1f \t %S.2f \t %7.2f \t %S.2f 
\t %S.2f \t %S.2f\t %S.2f \n", 

met data[O], met data[l], met data[2], met data[3], 
met data[4], met-data[S], met-data[6], met_data[7] ); 

} 1* end loop through the hour span *1 

flag = 1; 
printf( "** Continue with another time block? (yIn) \n"); 
fflush( stdin ); 
inchar = tolower( getch() ) ; 

} 1* end while loop overall *1 

fclose(fi1); 

return; 
} 

1* ************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Function: spline_data 

Inputs: see below 

Outputs: see below 

* Description: does taut cubic spline of BT data file 
* 
* ************************************************** *1 

1* for inputs x, y, t, sigma, 
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x - abcisssa vector. the values must be monotonically 
increasing 

y - the vector of ordinate values corresponding to x 
t - the vector of abcissae values for which the ordinate is 

desired. The value of t must be monotonically 
increasing. 

sigma - the amount of tension applied to the curve. The 
default is 1. 

If sigma is close to 0 then there is effectively a cubic 
spline fit. If larger then 1, then the fit will be like a 
polynomial interpolation. */ 

void spline_data. (double *spl_temp, double *spl_depths, int 
no-pts ) 
{ 

double xx[25], y[25], sigma, yp[50], delx1, dx1, dx2, t[320], 
delx2, delx12, c1, c2, c3, slpp1, deln, delnm1, slppn, 
sigmap, dels, exps, sinhs, sinhin,diag1,diagin, 
diag2, s, del1[320], de12[320], sinhd2[320], 
delnn, exps1[320], sinhd1[320], spdiag, 
spl[320], nexps[320], nsinhs[320], ndels[320], b 

int i,j, k, n, nm1, np1, int-pts, subs[320], subs1[320), ~~ 

n = no-pts; 
sigma = 8.0; 
int-pts = spl_depths[no-pts]; 

/ * int -pts is the max depth and used to determine how may ~)ts 
to evaluate the spline at */ 

b = 0.0; /* loop to load array with interpolation pts from 0 
to max bathy depth at 1m intervals */ 

for ( i = 0; i <= int-pts-1; i++ ) { 
t[i] = b; 
b = b + 1.0; 

} 

for ( i = 0; i <= ni i++ ) { /* load abscissa and ordinate 
values, xx[] is depth values, y[] is temps */ 

} 

y[i] = spl_temp[i]; 
xx[i] = spl_depths[i]; 

delx1 = xX[l] - xx[O]; 
dxl = (y[l] - y[O]) / delx1; 

nm1 = n - 1; 
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if ( n == 2 ) { 
yp[O] = 0.0; 
yp[l] = 0.0; 
} 

else { 
delx2 = xx[2]-xx[1]; 
delx12 = xx[2]-xx[0]; 
c1 = -(delx12 + delx1) I delx12 I delx1; 
c2 = delx12 I delx1 I delx2; 
c3 = -delx1 I delx12 I delx2; 

sIppI = c1 * y[O] + c2 * y[l] + c3*y[2]; 
deln = xx[nm1] - xx[nm1-1]; 
delnm1 = xx[nm1-1] - xx[nml-2]; 
delnn = xx[nm1] - xx[nml-2]; 
c1 = (delnn + deln) I delnn I deln; 
c2 = -delnn I deln I delnm1; 
c3 = deln I delnn I delnm1; 
slppn = c3 * y[nml-2] + c2 * y[nm1-1] + c1 * y[nm1]; 

} 1* end else *1 

sigmap = sigma * nm1 I (xx[nm1] - xx[O]); 
dels = sigmap * delx1; 
exps = exp(dels); 
sinhs = 0.5 * (exps - 1.0 I exps); 
sinhin = 1. I (delx1 * sinhs); 
diag1 = sinhin * (dels * 0.5 * (exps + 1.lexps) - sinhs); 
diagin = 1. I diag1; 
yp[O] = diagin * (dx1 - sIppI); 
spdiag = sinhin * (sinhs - dels); 
yp[n] = diagin * spdiag; 

if (n > 2) { 
for(i = 1; i <= nm1-1; i++) { 
delx2 = xX[i+1] - xx[i]; 
dx2 = (y[i+1] - y[i]) I delx2; 
dels = sigmap * delx2; 
exps = exp(dels); 
sinhs = .5 * (exps - 1./exps); 
sinhin = 1. I (delx2 * sinhs); 
diag2 = sinhin * {dels*(.5 * (exps + 1./exps» - sinhs); 
diagin = 1. I (diagl + diag2 - spdiag * yp[n+i-l]); 
yp[i] = diagin * (dx2 - dxl - spdiag * yp[i-l]); 
spdiag = sinhin * (sinhs - dels); 
yp[i+n] = diagin * spdiag; 
dxl = dx2; 
diagl = diag2; 
} 1* end for *1 

} 1* end if *1 

diagin = 1.1 (diagl - spdiag * yp[n+nml-l]); 
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yp[nm1] = diagin * (slppn - dx2 - spdiag * yp[nm1-1]); 

for( i = n-2; i >= 0; i-- ){ 
yp [ i] = yp [ i ] - ( yp [ i +n ] * yp [ i + 1] ); 
} 

nun = int-2ts ; 

for( k = 0; k <= nun - 1; k++ ) 
subs[k] = nm1; 

s = xx[nm1] - xx[O]; 
sigmap = sigma * .nm1 / s; 

j = 0; 
for(i = 1; i <= nm1; i++ ) { 

while(xx[i] > t[j) { 
subs[j] = i; 
j = j + 1; 
if (j == nun) 
goto label10 

} /* end while */ 
} /* end for */ 

label10: 
for( k = 0; k <= nun - 1; k++ ) 

subs1[k] = subs[k] - 1; 

for( k = 0; k <= nun - 1; k++ ){ 
del1[k] = t[k] - xx[subs1[k]]; 
del2[k] = xx[subs[k]] - t[k]; 
ndels[k] = xx[subs[k]] - xx[subs1[k]]; 
} 

for( k = 0; k <= nun - 1; k++ ) { 
exps1[k] = exp(sigmap*del1[k]); 
sinhd1[k] = .5 * (exps1[k] - 1./exps1[k]); 
nexps[k] = exp(sigmap * del2[k]); 
sinhd2[k] =.5 * (nexps[k] - 1./nexps[k]); 
nexps[k] = expsl[k] * nexps[k]; 
nsinhs[k] = .5 * (nexps[k] - 1./nexps[k]); 

spl[k] = (yp[subs[k]] * sinhd1[k] + yp[subsl[k]] 
* sinhd2[k]) / nsinhs[k] + 
«y[subs[k]] - yp[subs[k]]) * dell[k] + (y[subs1[k]] 
- yp[subs1[k]]) * del2[k]) / ndels[k]; 

} /* end for */ 
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for (i = 0; i <= int-pts - 1; i++) 
spl_temp[i] = spl[i]; 

return; 
} 
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